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FATHER, SON AND HOLY 
SPIRIT-THE ONE GOD: 
AN EXPLORATION OF THE 
TRINITARIAN DOCTRINE OF 
WOLFHART PANNENBERG 
CHUCK GUTENSON 
A pastor once told his congregation, in what might have been for him a 
moment of profound honesty, that he mistrusted anyone who claimed to under-
stand the doctrine of the Trinity. Unfortunately, in spite of a twentieth-century 
resurgence of interest, many still view the Trinity as one of the greatest Christian 
mysteries and perhaps some, like our erstwhile pastor, tend to suspect anyone 
who thinks it intelligible. Wolfhart Pannenberg, the German systematic theolo-
gian, notes that as soon as "it appears that the one God can be better under-
stood" without the doctrine, it "seems to be a superfluous addition to the con-
cept of the one God even though it is reverently treated as a mystery of revela-
tion."' These- things suggest that two possibilities are open to theology. Either it 
can show that the one God can only be properly understood from a trinitarian 
construal, or it can allow the doctrine to wither as "superfluous" and unimpor-
tant. Pannenberg is convinced that the former choice is the correct one. Robert 
Jenson summarizes the sentiment: 
Christians do not have "a God," about whose ideas Jesus then perhaps 
contributes some information. They have the particular God of whom the 
man Jesus is one identity, and who therefore is triune in the first rather 
than the second place.2 [emphasis added] 
Further, Jenson suggests a point that Pannenberg makes explicit in his 
Systematics-without the doctrine of the Trinity, Christianity as such cannot 
survive. Pannenberg expresses the point as follows: 
Chuck Gutenson is pursuing a master of divinity degree at Asbury Theological Seminary. He spent 
the latter part of 1993 through the beginning of 1994 study ing with Prof. Pannenberg at the 
University of Munich in Germany. This article is taken from a larger work being written by Mr. 
Gutenson on Prof. Pannenberg's doctrine of God. 
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In fact the doctrine of the deity of Christ could not itself endure apart from the 
doctrine of the Trinity. Jesus would simply be viewed as a divinely inspired man 
and the church as a human fellowship of faith which arose under the impress of 
his personality, as in Schleiermacher's Christian Faith .3 
But, if the deity of Jesus falls, Christianity as such falls too, for what we have in 
Christianity is not primarily the admiration of a great moral teacher, but rather the 
claim that in Jesus Christ God himself appears on the side of humans in order to over-
come sin on their behalf. Already we can sense the importance Pannenberg attaches 
to the doctrine of the Trinity, and it is our task to examine his trinitarian formulation 
and the claim that it is essential to a coherent doctrine of God. 
Pannenberg's doctrine of the Trinity lies at the very center of his doctrine of God 
(which he promised in 1981 would be more trinitarian than any other he knew•). In a 
series of lectures delivered during a 1991 visit to America, he identified a number of 
specific revisions he felt appropriate to the traditional doctrine of the Trinity.' During 
the course of this essay, we shall have opportunity to touch upon each of them. Our 
discussion begins by reviewing the problems Pannenberg finds in traditional attempts 
to derive the Trinity. Next, we shall consider Pannenberg's basis for affirming the 
trinitarian nature of God, which will lead to discussion of the inner-trinitarian rela-
tions as well as the common divine essence. We shall discuss the unity of the imma-
nent and economic Trinities and the relation between the doctrine of the Trinity and 
the metaphysical notion of infinity. We shall conclude with examination of 
Pannenberg's response to certain criticisms. 
Given the monotheism of Judaism , a reasonable first question might be: why did a 
trinitarian conception of God arise in the first place? To answer this question, we 
must begin "{ith the preaching of Jesus that was permeated with the "announcing of 
the nearness of the divine reign" of God-a God that Jesus referred to again and again 
as Father.6 Reference to God as Father is not unknown in the Old Testament, and if 
things had stayed that simple, it might have been possible to connect the God to 
whom Jesus referred as Father with the one God of Jewish monotheism and be done 
with it. However , Jesus claimed an authority for his message such that God was only 
to be understood as the Father whom he proclaimed.' If Jesus had proclaimed his 
message and simply died at the hands of the religious officials , we might have seen 
him as another of the prophets-albeit one with a unique sense of closeness to God. 
However, this was impossible after the resurrection which "was seen as a divine con-
firmation of the claim implied in his earthly ministry, Jesus in the light of Easter had 
to appear as the Son of the Father whom he proclaimed. "8 Pannenberg cites Romans 
1:3-4 as central in connecting the resurrection with the Sonship of Jesus , and conse-
quently, his deity. 9 
Once the resurrection led to affirmation of the full deity of Jesus , it was necessary 
to explain how the one God could be understood as fully present in him. In addition 
to the Father and Son, the Scriptures also speak of the Spirit of God who is distin-
guished from both by his role in mediating the fellowship of the Father and Jesus. '0 
Pannenberg summarizes: 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit 7 
The involvement of the Spirit in God's presence in the work of Jesus and in the 
fellowship of the Son with the Father is the basis of the fact that the Christian 
understanding of God found its developed and definitive form in the doctrine of 
the Trinity and not in a biunity of the Father and the Son. 11 
Now the difficulty was not simply reconciling the biblical witness of two distinct 
"persons" with the monotheistic idea of one God; instead it had to show how three 
distinct "persons" could be one God. There is a further difficulty; while the Scriptures 
clearly affirm the deity of the Father, Son and Spirit, they do not expressly clarify 
their relations or how they are unified. 
In the early church's first affirmations of the triune nature of the one God it wor-
shiped, the fundamental question it had to answer was how the unity of this "three-
personed" God was to be understood. Consequently, Pannenberg notes that early 
Christian theology's attention to preserving the "biblical confession of the unity of 
God accompanied the development of Christian statements about the deity of the Son 
and the Spirit. "12 As theology unfolded the meaning of its claim that both the Son and 
the Spirit shared the divine essence, it attempted to articulate that they share in ·a way 
that preserved the oneness of God without dissolving the distinctiveness of the per-
sons. Pannenberg claims these attempts generally found in one of two 
ways. Either the deity of the Son and Spirit was viewed as derived from the Father as 
the source or "fount" of deity, or the Son and Spirit were viewed as different expres-
sions of the Father's self-consciousness. 13 But, will either do justice to the notion of a 
Triune God? 
The former was taken by the Cappadocian fathers when they claimed 
that the relations were definitive of the distinctions between the Father and the Son 
and Spirit. They conceived of the Father as "the source and principle of deity" from 
which the Son and Spirit derivatively receive their deity. 1• Pannenberg notes , however, 
that this view had been linked to subordinationism in pre-Nicene formulations. While 
the Son and Spirit are only God derivatively , the Father, as the source or "cause" of 
deity, is inevitably God in the fullest sense needing nothing outside himself for his 
deity. 1' Do not causes always enjoy a superior ontological standing to their effects-
even if only a small one? Perhaps the distinctiveness of the persons can be maintained 
in this fashion, but the equal deity of the persons is sacrificed. 
As we shall see, the primary objection to this approach is not the use of relations to 
define the distinctions, but in the one-way nature of the relations. Only by under-
standing the relations as reciprocal can we do justice to the need for ontological 
equality among the persons. Consequently, Pannenberg favorably judges Athanasius' 
attempt to use "the logic of the relation that is posited when we call God 'Father' "16 in 
order to get at the mutuality of the relations. In a very real sense, the Father could not 
be the Father without the Son; consequently, the Father is dependent, at least after a 
fashion, upon the Son for his deity . The idea of reciprocity is significant, and we shall 
return to it momentarily. 
In addition to using the notions of "source" and "fount" to get at the relation of the 
deity of the Son and Spirit to that of the Father, the Cappadocians attempted to expli-
cate their unity in terms of unity of activity. They sought to avoid the charge of trithe-
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ism by showing that the three persons were only one God. But does a commonality of 
activity really preclude ontological independence? Pannenberg correctly points out 
that "the idea of a collective cooperation of ontologically independent beings is not, 
then, ruled out" so the unity of the persons is not adequately defended and the possi-
bility of tritheism is not precluded. 11 In spite of best intentions, neither the unity nor 
the distinctiveness of the persons was adequately established by the Cappadocians. 
The second approach (deriving the three "persons" from the self-consciousness of · 
the Father) has appeared repeatedly. Pannenberg notes the origin of this approach 
dates back to the "psychological analogies" of Augustine, and that they became so 
influential that "they also figure in the development of what later became the norma-
tive structure of the doctrine of God to the extent that the doctrine of the unity pre-
cedes the treatment of the Trinity. "18 Yet, Augustine did not intend the "psychological 
analogies" as attempts to derive the trinitarian distinctions; instead, he intended them 
as a general means of connecting the seemingly disparate notions of threeness and 
unity as an aid to understanding 19-that is, they show the reasonableness of the 
Trinity once one is inclined to accept the doctrine as a tenet of faith. 
Augustine intended to treat the triune nature of God as a pure impenetrable mys-
tery of faith. Oddly, Augustine found support in the previously noted Cappadocian 
idea that the unity of the Trinity was to be found in the unity of the divine actions .2° 
If the actions are such that they appear to be those of a single subject, then all 
attempts to get at the distinctions on the basis of the actions are ruled out from the 
beginning. We have already noted that tritheism cannot be ruled out on these 
grounds; now an additional problem becomes apparent. If no distinctions are evident, 
could the actions not be those of a single divine subject who simply appears in differ-
ent modes? In this way, Pannenberg says, a tendency toward modalism was intro-
duced into all aimed at deriving the trinity from the unity. This problem was 
not a late discovery for Pannenberg notes that as early as the 12th century, Gilbert de 
la Porree "rejected as Sabellianism the attempt to derive the Trinity from the unity 
with the help of Augustine's psychological analogies. "21 
Pannenberg i? sympathetic to efforts to derive the Trinity from the unity with the 
concept of love. He points to Richard of St. Victor who argued along the lines that 
"love defined as caritas has to be love of another. .. Hence it demands a plurality of per-
sons. "22 One of the advantages of such a conception, says Pannenberg, is that the 
notion of love "truly leads to the idea of personal encounter. "23 A second advantage is 
that the Spirit, as the third necessary for expression of unselfish love, reaches clearer 
distinction as a separate person. However, there are problems. Are the persons consti-
tuted by love, or must they be presupposed? Are the second and third persons gener-
ated by the love. of the first? If so, we return to a single divine subject who gives rise 
to the others. The important thing for Pannenberg is that if the divine essence is to be 
conceived as love, it must be conceived as an aspect of the divine reality which is 
shared by all three persons-not just the possession of the first person. 24 
Similar problems plagued Hegel's attempt to renew the doctrine of the Trinity. 
Pannenberg refers to Hegel's adoption and expansion of Lessing's attempt to ground 
the Trinity "in the concept of Spirit as an expression of the self-understanding of God 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit 9 
in self-awareness" as the "classical form" of the "doctrine of the Trinity in terms of 
self-conscious Spirit. "25 Again we have a single divine subject whose self-expression 
takes on three forms. Finally, Pannenberg claims that even Barth's attempt to 
reground the doctrine of the Trinity in the revelation of Christ fell short when he 
used the "formal concept of revelation as self-revelation" Barth posited an 
object, a subject and a revelation itself. 26 Here Pannenberg finds once again a single 
divine subject which precludes any real space for a plurality of persons. 
All these attempts fell short in a very fundamental way-they failed to adequately 
connect, in a clear and essential fashion, the trinitarian statements about the three 
persons with the unity of God. 27 In the 16th century, this led to a number of attacks 
from; some challenging the supporting biblical exegesis while others questioned the 
reasonableness of the doctrine. In the 17th and 18th century, theology focused its 
attention upon discovering the doctrine in revelation. Roger Olson claims that this 
gave the impression that the unity was rationally demonstrable while the Trinity was 
a matter of special revelation, and that "from there it was a small step to the atrophy 
of the doctrine in Enlightenment religion and liberal Protestant theology. "28 At the 
end of detailed discussion of various attempts to derive the doctrine of the Trinity, 
Pannenberg comes to the following conclusion: 
Any derivation of the plurality of trinitarian persons from the essence of the one 
God, whether it be viewed as spirit or love, leads into the problems of either 
modalism on the one hand or subordinationism on the other. Neither, then, can 
be true to the intentions of the trinitarian dogma. 29 ., 
If the Trinity cannot be derived from the presupposed unity of God, what options 
are left? Pannenberg says we must begin with the revelation of Father, Son and Spirit 
in salvation history;30 the starting point is "the revelation of God in Jesus Christ. "31 
Pannenberg favors reformation thinkers who argued that the doctrine of the 
Trinity had to be taken from the Scriptures rather than from speculative derivations. 
He writes that they "saw more clearly than many later theologians that as God reveals 
himself, so he is in his eternal deity. "32 Why so? Pannenberg notes Jesus' claim that 
"no one knows the Father except the Son and any one to whom the Son chooses to 
reveal him" (Matt. 11:27) .33 During the last supper, Jesus says to Philip that whoever 
has seen the Son has seen the Father.34 In light of Easter, we have already noted that 
the claims of Jesus' earthly ministry stand confirmed by God. Consequently, it follows 
that the revelation of the Father, as contained in the message of Jesus, cannot be 
superseded and that God is , in his eternal deity, as he was revealed by the Son. For 
these reasons , construction of the doctrine of the Trinity must begin with examina-
tion of the revelation of Christ. 
As this point will be important for subsequent discussions, a bit by way of further 
expansion is appropriate. It was Karl Barth who argued that if the revelation of Jesus 
is to have ultimacy and reveal God as he is , then God, in his eternity, must coincide 
with the revelation in Christ.35 Karl Rahner, concerned with showing that the incarna-
tion was not accidentally connected to the eternity of God, further developed the 
position into the thesis that the immanent Trinity (God as he is in his eternal life) is 
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iden tical with the economic Trini ty (God as revealed in salvation history). 36 The point 
is significant for only if the economic "sendings" of the Son and Spirit into salvation 
history are intimately connected with their inner-trinitarian relations to the Father 
can the biblical witness of salvation history give means to affirm the inner-Triune 
nature of God. Consequently, "the concrete relation of Jesus to the Father must be the 
starting place for trinitarian refl ec tion ."37 We shall return to this point (known as 
Rahner's Rule) in our discussion of the immanent and economic Trinities. 
Examination of the revela tion in Christ, however, reveals that things are not as 
simple as one might like-there is no express formulation of the doctrine of the 
Trinity anywhere to be found either "in the message of Jesus [or] in the T witness-
es. "38 While the deity of the Son and the Spirit are clearly affirmed, "it is not clear how 
the deity of the Son and Spirit relates to that of the Father. "39 Consequently, we must 
proceed with systematic reconstruction from the biblical witness regarding the rela-
tions of the Son and Spirit to the Father. This is the same path the Greek fa thers took 
in speaking of the Father as "origin" and "fount" of deity. Pannenberg affirms the 
approach, though we must not repeat the errors of subordinationism or modalism. 
It is appropriate to pause and summarize briefly. Pannenberg's first revision to the 
traditional doctrine of the Trinity is a negative one-the Trinity cannot be derived 
from an abstract concept of the one God.40 Second , Pannenberg is unwilling to take 
the path followed by some- simply denying the doctrine of tqe Trinity as a later 
Hellenization of Christianity.41 In fact, he recognizes that the Trinity can only stand if 
it is essential to the explication of the one God, and he proposes to show this is the 
case. Third , Pannenberg affirms that the beginning place for explication of the Trini ty 
is with the revelation of God in Jesus Christ. Finally, since the Scriptures contain no 
explicit trinitqrian formula, the development of the doctrine must be by systematic 
reconstruction· from the biblical evidences regarding the relations between the Father, 
Son and Spirit. · 
So, if the revelation in Christ is the starting point, the next question is obvious: 
what does that revelation demonstrate about the relations between the Father and the 
Son? Tradi tionally, theology has adduced passages such as j ohn 1:14 and j ohn 3: 16 
and claimed that the relations flow one way from the Father to the Son and can be 
expressed by the term "begotten"-the Father begets the Son. Yet, if this is all we can 
say, we have not yet escaped the ontological subordination implied by one way rela-
tions of origin. There are two very closely related questions that must be asked next. 
First , does the revelation in Christ give us grounds for affirming other relations 
between Father and Son ? Second, are there grounds for supporting a mutuality of 
relations so that the Son is not only dependent upon the Father fo r his deity, but so 
that the Father is also dependent upon the Son? 
If we examine the message of J esus, Pannenberg claims we find that Jesus "distin-
guishes himself fro m God and sets himself as a creature below God as he asks his 
hearers to do ."42 Pannenberg points to the j ohannine gospel wherein "Christ says that 
the Father is greater than he (14:28)" and wherein Jesus claims that the words he 
speaks are the Father's and not his own (14:24). In Mark, Jesus refuses to accept the 
ti tle "good Teacher" since only God is good.'3 Pannenberg gives other evidences, but 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit 11 
the point is the same-Jesus, as opposed to the first Adam who sought equality with 
God, self-differentiates himself from the Father and submits himself to the Father. 
Here we must note a thesis from one of Pannenberg's earlier works: "communion and 
unity with God increase in the same proportion as the modesty of the creature in dis-
tinguishing itself from God. "44 Consequently, as Jesus self-differentiates himself from 
the Father and subordinates himself to the Father, he fulfills the mission for which he 
was sent and thereby is "so at one with the Father that God in eternity is Father only 
in relation to him. "45 Since God is Father only in relation to Jesus, "the Son shares 
[the Father's] deity as the eternal counterpart of the Father. "46 And, according to 
Rahner's Rule, this is indicative of an eternal, inner-Triune relation. 
From the preceding, we see a degree of mutuality in the relations between Father 
and Son-the Father is only Father in relation to Jesus as Son. However, Pannenberg 
goes on to ask whether there might be similar self-distinction from the Son on the 
Father's side. The Scriptures speak of the Father's handing over the kingdom to the 
Son. The Father hands all authority over to the Son who must execute that authority 
until he brings everything under his reign, then the Son hands back the kingdom to 
the Father and finally subjects himself to the Father's rule so "that God may be all in 
all. "47 Now we have a true mutuality of relations for the Father, virtue of the hand-
ing over of the kingdom, makes himself dependent upon the Son for his own deity: he 
is dependent upon the Son fulfilling his mission and handing back the kingdom. 
Again, by Rahner's Rule , this relation defines an inner-Trinitarian relation so that the 
Father, in the eternal divine life , is in fact dependent upon the Son for his deity. 
With the notion of self-distinction as a principle for getting at inner-Trinitarian 
relations, one now asks if it also applies to the Spirit. Pannenberg points us to the 
Johannine gospel where it is said of the Spirit: "Precisely by not speaking of himself 
Qohn 16:23) but bearing witness to Jesus (15:26) and reminding us of his teaching 
(14:26) , he shows himself to be the Spirit of truth. "48 The Spirit distinguishes himself 
from the Father and the Son and shows himself to be separate from both; and by glo-
rifying the Son, and in him the Father, the Spirit shows himself to be one with the 
Father and the Son.49 Consequently, even though self-distinction and self-subjection 
are somewhat different for the Spirit, they are still the principles whereby the Spirit 
shows himself to be distinct from the other two and whereby he receives his deity. 
In order to have a truly reciprocal relationship , the Father and the Son must also 
be dependent upon the Spirit for their deity. As the Spirit is the "condition and the 
medium of [the] fellowship [of the Father and Son]," the imparting of the Spirit 
brings believers into their fellowship. '° Consequently, the Spirit participates in the 
realization of the kingdom among humans, and thus we see one way in which the 
rule/deity of the Father (and thus the Son) is dependent upon the Spirit. 
Perhaps, the best example of the mutual dependency of the Trinitarian persons is 
the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus. At the crucifixion, the deity of all three 
members is brought into question. If Jesus is not raised , it is shown that he was not 
the Son. Further if the Son is not raised, he will not be able to submit all things and 
hand the rule back over to the Father. If the Spirit does not raise the Son, his status as 
Creator of life is seriously damaged. While the deity of all members is threatened, 
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"decisive significance attaches, however, to the work of the Spirit as the creative ori-
gin of all life. "5 1 By recognizing the special significance of the work of the Spirit, we 
further amplify the dependence of the others upon the Spirit since their deity is 
secured by the Spirit's raising of]esus. 
Pannenberg states that one may affirm the relations between the Father on the one 
hand, and the Son and Spirit on the other as relations of origin (the Son is begotten, 
the Spirit proceeds) , but to see them exclusively as such leads to subordinationism. 
However, if the persons are dependent upon each other for their deity, so that the 
relations are fully reciprocal, Pannenberg claims that ontological subordination is 
overcome. Similarly, the notion of self-distinction leads us beyond modalism for 
clearly we have three persons and not one subject simply appearing in different 
modes. Pannenberg summarizes as follows: 
If the trinitarian relations among Father, Son and Spirit have the form of mutual 
self-distinction, they must be understood not merely as different modes of being 
of the one divine subject, but as living realizations of separate centers of 
action.52 
With the threats of modalism and subordinationism behind, that of tritheism arises; 
consequently, we must turn to Pannenberg's demonstration that the three persons are 
only one God and that the "doctrine of the Trinity is in fact concrete monotheism. "53 
In discussing the unity of the trinitarian persons, three point'S need to be consid-
ered. First, implicit in our discussion has been the modern subordination of the con-
cept of substance to that of relation. In Aristotelian categories, relations were con-
ceived as accidents that belonged to a substance that was ontologically prior. 
However, modern thought has reversed this connection so that relation is now seen as 
primary and subordinated. 54 With Hegel, Pannenberg holds that a funda-
mental element of the logical structure of substance is its relatedness to another. 
Consequently, "the divine essence must be understood as defined relationally, and not 
simply as an abstract "thing" lying behind the relations . We have seen that 
Pannenberg finds the relations constitutive for the persons of the Trinity as well as for 
their deity-they are each only God as they are related to each other in the divine life 
mirrored in the economic Trinity.55 
The second point is the importance of the monarchy of the Father. First, we have 
already seen that Pannenberg rejects any notion of the Father's monarchy that results 
in ontological subordination, but this does not mean rejection of the monarchy of the 
Father per se. As a matter of fact, it is precisely the self-subordination of the Son and 
the Spirit in their acts of self-distinction that supports the monarchy of the Father 
without ontological subordination. Now, we must combine this insight with the con-
stitutive nature of the relations. Is the monarchy of the Father threatened by the 
mutual dependence implied by the relations? Not at all; in fact , it means that his 
monarchy is mediated to him through the Son and the Spirit. As Pannenberg writes: 
By their work the Son and Spirit serve the · monarchy of the Father. Yet the 
Father does not have his kingdom or monarchy without the Son and Spirit, but 
only through them.56 
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The mutual goal of the trinitarian persons is the establishment of the monarchy of 
the Father over all creation. However, there is a significant point to keep in mind: the 
Father's monarchy does not have logical precedence over the Son and the Spirit, for 
this would lead toward subordination. Instead, the monarchy of the Father is the result 
of the "common operation of the three persons" and is, thus, "the seal of their unity."57 
The third and final point we must consider is the precise nature of the divine 
essence. We know that it is constituted relationally, and that it takes outward expres-
sion in the mutual cooperation of the three persons for whom the monarchy of the 
Father is a goal. Now, the question is whether we can say more about the divine 
essence so characterized. Jenson, working from Pannenberg's essay entitled "Problems 
of a Trinitarian Doctrine of God," summarizes Pannenberg's answer in three steps. 
First, Jenson points out traditional theology's problematic understanding of the divine 
attributes and inner-trinitarian relations that stem from its "obedience to the meta-
physical prejudice that 'being' is self-enclosure, transcendence of relation. "58 This 
resulted in separation of the inner-trinitarian relations from the divine attributes that 
God has in relation to creation (righteousness, mercy, wisdom, etc.) and from the 
divine attributes which describe God's essentiality, the so-called "omni-" attributes.59 
However, as we noted above, essence or "being" is now seen as ptimarily constituted 
by relations , and this opens the way to rethinking these attributes in terms of the con-
stitutive relations. 
Second, Jenson quotes Pannenberg's claim that the so-called "omni-" attributes all 
"relate back to the concept of infinity. "60 Pannenberg credits Hegel with showing that 
the truly Infinite is only that which overcomes the distinction between finite and 
Infinite and thereby appears with the finite as well as is transcendent to it. 61 Jenson 
notes that the "word for such a relation, where it is concretely realized [is] love. "62 
Pannenberg notes that "the phrase 'God is love' represents the concretization of the 
abstract structure of the concept of infinity. "63 The relations between God and cre-
ation (righteousness, mercy, etc.) , then, are concrete expressions of God's infinity. 
The third step is the recognition that love is not simply one di.vine attribute among 
others, but "according to 1 john 4:8, 16, love as the power that manifests itself in the 
mutual relations of the trinitarian persons is identical with the divine essence. "64 
[emphasis added] It is not simply that God has love; the very divine essence itself i.s 
love. The relations that have been discussed are all expressions of that mutual love. 
Consequently, the claim that "God is love" captures the fullness of the trinitarian fel-
lowship. Further, if there is only one divine essence ("the relationally-structured love 
which unifies without obliterating distinctions"65 ) , then there is only one God who, 
nonetheless , is concretely realized in three distinct persons. Thus Pannenberg writes 
(expanding upon the quote from above): 
Thus the doctrine of the Trinity is in fact concrete monotheism in contrast to 
notions of an abstract transcendence of the one God and abstract notions of a 
divine unity that leave no place for plurality; so that the one God i.s in fact a 
mere correlate of the present world and the plurality of the finite .66 
Pannenberg thus forges a doctrine of the Trinity which he believes overcomes the 
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concerns of tritheism on the one hand, and subordinationism and modalism on the 
other. 
While this discussion has outlined, as Pannenberg sees it, the unity of the trinitari-
an persons, one other area related to the unity of God needs attention: the unity of the 
immanent and the economic Trinities. Rahner's Rule that the immanent and econom-
ic Trinities are identical seems simple enough, but it must be carefully applied. 
Pannenberg credits Kasper with correctly pointing out that the equation of the two 
must not result in absorption of the immanent Trinity into the economic-as if salva-
tion history were necessary for God's eternal self-identity.67 On the other hand, the 
strength of Rahner's proposal is that it does away with the apparent independence of 
the economic and immanent Trinities that arose when early philosophical theology, 
guided by Hellenistic conceptions, viewed the divine essence as "untouched by the 
course of history on account of the eternity and immutability of God."68 The questions 
are: how forcefully should one push the identity of the immanent and economic 
Trinities? and, how ought that identity be understood? 
Two insights are important here. First, there is Pannenberg's claim that God's deity 
is his rule .69 Second, and closely related, is Pannenberg's claim that, while the exis-
tence of a world is not necessary to God's deity, should God create a world , God 
would hardly be God apart from his ruling it. 70 Pannenberg connects these two 
notions with the previous discussion regarding the mutual interdependency of the 
persons when he writes: 
Even in his deity, by the creation of the world and the sending of his Son and 
Spirit to work in it, he has made himself dependent upon the course of history. 
This results from the dependence of the trinitarian persons upon one another as 
the kinggom is handed over and handed back in connection with the economy of 
salvation and the intervention of the Son and Spirit in the world and its history.11 
Recall that Rahner's thesis was first worked out with regard to the incarnation of 
the Son. Specifically, the incarnation was not simply a task appropriated by one of the 
Trinitarian persons who just happened to be the Son; instead, it was the salvation his-
torical expression of an inner-trinitarian relation between the Son and the Father and 
Spirit. Further, we have already seen that the crucifixion called into question the deity 
of all three persons of the Trinity. But, if the immanent Trinity is the economic 
Trinity, it was in fact the immanent Trinity that was called into question in the events 
surrounding the crucifixion. Taking the next step, if once God has created a world his 
deity is only consistent with his ruling it and if his kingdom is not yet fully present in 
the world, in light of Rahner's Rule , it becomes obvious that "the immanent Trinity 
itself, the deity of the trinitarian God , is at issue in the events of history." 12 For 
Rahner's thesis to be taken seriously, Pannenberg believes it must be taken at least 
this far. 
The danger is that the immanent Trinity becomes so closely linked with the 
world's history that the economy of salvation becomes the means by which God 
develops into that which he is to be. To avoid this , priority has to be given to the 
immanent Trinity so that God is who he is "from eternity to eternity. " How shall we 
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reconcile these seemingly disparate notions of eternal self-identity and dependence 
upon the course of history? Pannenberg utilizes a central tenet of his theological 
enterprise-the ontological priority of the future . If the kingdom should come, as 
Christians anticipate based upon the proleptic appearance of Christ , then it will 
become clear that God has been who he is all along. In Pannenberg's words , "the 
eschatological consummation is only the locus of the decision that the trinitarian God 
is always the true God from eternity to eternity. "73 
Some have asked whether this simply means that our knowledge is made accurate 
by the coming of the kingdom thereby implying the "dependence" of God upon the 
course of history is merely an epistemological matter. However, Pannenberg would 
reject such an understanding. When a future state of affairs is necessary for a given 
thing/event to have its essence/meaning, then the change resulting from the occur-
rence of that future state of affairs is not epistemological, but is truly constitutive of 
the essence of the thing/event. So, if God's kingdom comes, then it will finally be 
decided, for all eternity, that God is who he is. If the kingdom does not come, then 
God's deity is refuted, also for all eternity. In Pannenberg's view then, it is simply that 
the eschaton is "the locus of that decision." This being the inrent of Pannenberg's 
claim is clear from his comparison of the retroactive power of the. eschatological con-
summation for God's deity with the retroactive power of the resur;ection for the iden-
tity of Jesus as the Son. 74 
In this way, Pannenberg conceives the relationship between the immanent Trinity 
and the economic Trinity which allows for the debatability of God's existence in the 
world today, while maintaining the eternal self-identity of God so that the history of 
the world is nO't necessary for his becoming. This also opens the way for articulating 
the notions of God 's eternity and his immutability in a more biblical fashion. 
Pannenberg (and others such as jungel, Moltmann, and Jenson) believes that the cor-
rect starting point for reworking these doctrines is the doctrine of the Trinity. 7' Let us 
now turn attention to the manner in which the Trinity makes possible conceiving of 
God as truly Infinite. 
A fundamental requirement imposed upon the doctrine of God by the philosophi-
cal notion of the Infinite is that it be able to support the seemingly disparate notions 
of transcendence and immanence. A single, transcendental divine subjectivity does 
not accomplish this , and Pannenberg argues that only with a concept of God as a dif-
ferentiated unity (something like a trinitarian conception) can such reconciliation 
occur. In discussion of God's omnipresence and omnipotence (recall we have 
observed that the "omni-" attributes are expressions of God's infinity), Pannenberg 
makes the solution explicit: 
The doctrine of the Trinity made it possible so to link the transcendence of the 
Father in heaven with his presence in believers through the Son and Spirit that 
in virtue of the consubstantiality and perichoresis of the three persons the 
Father ... could be viewed as present and close to believers through the Son and 
Spirit. 76 
And now the pieces fall into place. The Father is transcendent, but the Son and Spirit, 
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by their being sent into the world, are present with the creatures in their places. As a 
consequence of the unity of the divine essence, we can affirm that the Father is also 
present with his creatures and, thus , this one God is both transcendent to and imma-
nent within the world. It only remains to make the connections explicit in the various 
"omni-" attributes. 
Pannenberg connects God's omnipotence to the notion of infinity by showing that 
omnipotence simply viewed as opposition to all others who have power is one-sidedly 
transcendent. God's omnipotence is demonstrated by its appearance along side the 
creatures-specifically, in the act of self-distinction wherein the Son becomes a crea-
ture in order to provide a means of rescuing the creatures from the nothingness into 
which they had fallen by the assertion of their independence." With regard to God's 
eternity, it is again the incarnation of the Son which "sets aside the antithesis of eter-
nity and time" so that the kingdom of the Father may be present through the appear-
ing of the Son.78 Finally, Pannenberg notes that, in general, unity of the Infinite and 
the finite, as required by the philosophical concept of the Infinite , which appears 
insoluble in its logical form without loss of distinction between the two, is only solu-
ble with a trinitarian concept of God. And now the reversal Pannenberg called for is 
complete-he has shown that it is only possible to construct a coherent doctrine of 
the one Christian God with the doctrine of the Trinity as foundation. Only with a 
trinitarian conception of God can justice be done to the revelation in Christ. And only 
with a trinitarian conception of God can the divine attributes relating to God's infini-
ty, which have been so problematic throughout the history of theology, be satisfacto-
rily treated. 
In addition to solving the problem of applying the metaphysical notion of infinity 
to God, Pannenberg believes a trinitarian conception provides the resources necessary 
for respondi:r:g to Fichte's criticisms that arise from conceiving God as personal: 1) 
the claim that the notion of personality is an anthropomorphic projection, and 2) the 
claim that God's personality stands in contradiction to his infinity. In responding to 
the first objection, Pannenberg argues that the inner-trinitarian conception of person-
ality is the source of the human conception of personality. Specifically, he writes: 
Historically, these features of human personality emerge only in the light of the 
doctrine of the Trinity as its concept of person, constituted by relations to oth-
ers, is transferred to anthropology.79 
Pannenberg goes on to recognize the differences one must admit between the trini-
tarian persons and human persons, but the important point for our discussion is that 
modern conceptions of personality did not develop independent of religion, but 
rather from reflection of the triune God and the relations between the three persons. 
If this is correct, application of the notion of personality was from God to humans, 
and Fichte's criticism falls. 
With regard to the second objection Pannenberg accepts the claim that relationali-
ty is essential for personality so that if we are to understand God as personal, we must 
be able to affirm that personality in terms of relation to something else. If the 
Christian doctrine of the one God were an abstract, transcendental conception of a 
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single, divine subjectivity, then something outside of God (like a world) would be 
necessary for God's personhood. Without a trinitarian conception of God, this line of 
reasoning would be disastrous for it would lead to either finitization of God (limiting 
him to the person that stands opposed to the finite world) or pantheism (maintaining 
God's infinity by absorbing the world into it, and deserting his personhood). 80 It is 
precisely the doctrine of the Trinity that shows how the relationality necessary for 
conceiving the one God as personal can occur within his differentiated unity. This 
secures God's creative freedom (he need not create a world) , and it makes possible 
the coherent application of the notions of infinity and personality to God. 
It is now time to consider some of the questions Pannenberg's doctrine will undoubted-
ly face. First, does it avoid the charge of subordinationism-particularly with his emphasis 
upon the monarchy of the Father?8' Can we maintain the equal deity of the persons if the 
Father is God in a special sense? Pannenberg clearly argues that we can. It is precisely the 
point of the mutuality of relations between the Father, Son and Spirit which is intended to 
overcome any hint of ontological subordination. Since the persons are all mutually depen-
dent upon each other for their deity, Pannenberg argues that their ontological status is 
equivalent. Self-subjection, he says, does not lead to ontological subotdination. But, is the 
charge of subordination overcome--even if it is a unique sort of suborl;lination? 
It seems the matter hinges upon a pair of questions: 1) does the 'tradition's affirma-
tion of the equal deity of the persons imply more than ontological equality? and 2) do 
distinctions of "rank" imply ontological inequality? As to the first question, it seems 
clear that the credal affirmations focus upon ontologically equivalent deity. Important 
phrases include: "very God of very God," "Light of Light," "of one substance," and 
"who with the Pather and the Son is worshiped together and glorified together. " Is 
there more than ontological equivalence at stake? It does not seem so. Also, the tradi-
tion has recognized that the persons, as they appear in salvation history, have differ-
ent roles , which implies that ontological equality is not intended to mean indistin-
guishability of works. By Rahner's Rule, the salvation historical roles correspond to 
real inner-trinitarian distinctions. One is hard pressed to see more than ontological 
equivalence at stake here, or how different roles implies ontological inequality. 
This leads us to the second question: do distinctions of "rank" imply ontological 
inequality? In virtually every sort of relationship known where ontologically equiva-
lent beings interact, distinctions of rank are common. The fact that one individual is 
the president of a company and others employees does not imply ontological inequali-
ty (especially should the others make the president). The same is true of military orga-
nizations, and much more appropriately, of family relationships. Granted these com-
parisons have a weakness. The organizational subordination indicated in the first two 
examples may include a conflict of some sort-perhaps the person lower in rank does 
not want to subject himself. In the latter, the father is temporally prior. However, we 
can remedy these problems by noting the co-eternality of the persons of the Trinity 
and by remembering that the Son and Spirit willingly subject themselves. In light of 
these considerations, it is hard to see how Pannenberg's doctrine of the Trinity is sub-
ordinationistic even though it may contain something of the notion of "rank"-that is 
a "rank" constituted by the self-subjection of the others. For these reasons, I cannot 
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concur with those who would accuse Pannenberg of subordinationism. 
Any doctrine of the Trinity which gives strong affirmation of the distinction of the per-
sons will likely be accused of tritheism. Does Pannenberg's doctrine successfully avoid 
tritheism? Perhaps this matter can also be addressed by considering a pair of questions: 1) 
can any understanding of God which reduces the content of the Trinity to a single divine 
subject ever be adequate? and 2) does the reciprocity of relations proposed by Pannenberg 
show that the three persons are one God? The first question has already been answered. 
To summarize: first , it is doubtful whether any meaningful notion of God remains if he 
cannot be conceived as personal. Second, personality is a relational concept so that if we 
are to conceive a being as p rsonal, it must have something to stand over against. Third, 
this means that either we need a concept of God where the relationality exists within God, 
or some world becomes necessary for God. We have argued that the latter is not an 
acceptable possibility for it surrenders divine freedom and finitizes God; thus, the short 
answer to the first question is no. Thus, the second question becomes critical. 
Let us ask one further question: under what conditions could we affirm that dis-
tinct persons share a single essence and are , then , one? Jenson summarizes 
Pannenberg's discussion of personality from Anthropology in Theological Perspective: 
If one person's will were to be so directed to the will of another person as to be in 
"absolute practiced unity of will" with the other, achieved in "complete abandon-
ment of self' to that other, and if that unity of will were confim:!ed by the other, this 
would amount to the reality of a personal being which is one for both persons.8' 
This particular discussion relates to the unity of the Father and Son, but doesn't 
the reciprocity of the inner-trinitarian relations, the mutual commitment to the 
monarchy of the Father, and the self-subjection of the Son and the Spirit bear a strik-
ing resemblance? In the Trinity, we have three persons who have a "unity of will" ori-
ented toward the monarchy of the Father and a mutual love which could only be 
described as "complete abandonment of self' to the others. Can we say that three per-
sons so intimately bound together are really one? It certainly seems so. 
It is worth noting that some have compared Pannenberg's doctrine of the Trinity to the 
so-called social analogies.83 Oddly enough, Pannenberg himself is not sympathetic to 
social trinitarianism.84 Why not? Because, he argues, we know of no societies which would 
really be analogous to the trinitarian relations. All societies, we know, are made up of 
autonomous, independent beings--none with beings who are what they are only in rela-
tion to each other. We know of societies which imperfectly realize the bond of love-none 
within which that bond is so perfectly realized that there is mutual, unreserved self-giving 
of each to the others. We know of societies wherein individuals struggle to be at the top--
none wherein members willingly and totally subject themselves to the monarchy of anoth-
er. If the members of the Trinity constitute a society, it is so radically different from any-
thing else we call a society that the analogy is hopelessly flawed from the beginning. 
So, has Pannenberg solved the problem of tritheism? There will undoubtedly be 
those who claim that he has not, but is the objection reasonable? Pannenberg has 
shown that a single, transcendent divine reality does not work, and he has given us 
the salvation historical evidence for the plurality of persons. He has shown how the 
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reciprocity of relations ought be understood so that the persons are fully dependent 
upon each other not just for their personhood, but also for their deity. Finally, he has 
demonstrated the singularity of the divine essence, which is a relationally-structured 
love that is constitutive of a degree of intimate fellowship beyond anything else 
known. This writer concludes that this adequately demonstrates bo.th the necessity of 
the plurality and the reality of the unity, and therefore, avoids tritheism. 
The last question that needs response is whether or not Pannenberg's Christology is 
adoptionistic. Olson notes that this question has important consequences for if it is, it 
would be possible to "dismiss the doctrine of the Trinity based on it as merely 'econom-
ic.' "85 Pannenberg readily admits that no necessity attaches to the Son's incarnation in 
Jesus of Nazareth- i. e. it is hypothetically possible that the Son could have been incar-
nate in someone else.86 Does this imply adoptionism? Pannenberg claims that it does not 
because the man Jesus was not adopted by God at some particular point during his life. 
As a matter of fact, while it is possible that the Son could have been incarnate in someone 
else, this does not mean that the decision to become incarnate in Jesus was not made in 
God's eternity "before the foundation of the world. " Pannenberg holds that this "eternal 
decision" to become incarnate in Jesus of Nazareth preserves both the creatureliness of 
Jesus while avoiding adoptionism. Further, the human Jesus was noi: already existing 
prior to incarnation by the logos (which would imply adoptionism), but is in fact consti-
tuted by the incarnation. Of course, once the incarnation in Jesus had become reality, all 
of the consequences of the handing over and the handing back which make the Father's 
deity dependent upon the Son become a reality with regard to Jesus as Son. In light of the 
"eternal decision" .. and the constitutive nature of the incarnation for the human person 
Jesus, it seems Pannenberg is justified in denying his doctrine is adoptionistic. 
In the course of this essay, we have investigated Pannenberg's doctrine of the Trinity in 
some detail. During the 1991 American tour, Pannenberg commented to one professor 
that volume one of his forthcoming Systematics would be about the Father, the Son and 
the Holy Spirit- and so would volume two and so would volume three. Even a casual 
perusal of these volumes reveals how Pannenberg again and again appeals to the trinitari-
an conception of God to breathe life into the other aspects of his systematic reconstruction 
of the Christian faith . Over the next several decades, the tradition will judge Pannenberg's 
contribution, but it does not seem rash to suggest that he will be judged a major contribu-
tor to recentering the Christian doctrine of God on a trinitarian conception. 87 
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THEOLOGICAL TRENDS 
IN AFRICA 
ADAM KA. CHEPKWO Y 
Today the African peoples have come to know who they are after many years 
under foreign power . Th ey no longer ask the qu es tion , "_Who am I? " as 
Bonhoeffer did in his poem,' but rather their attitudes are characterized by 
Christian hymns extolling their African identity. 2 They recogniz:e their rich reli-
gious heritage and hence refuse to be accused of being "pagan." Now that a large 
number of African peoples have embraced the gospel of Jesus Christ they want 
to seek ways to integrate Christ into their culture. This has necessitated the fol-
lowing questions: 
ls it possible for Africans to lead a rich spiritual life and worship God in 
their own ways? 
ls it necessary to copy European norms and liturgy? 
Since worship can be regarded as a constant creation of the Holy Spirit, 
why shouldn't Africans feel free to innovate and pray in their own way? 
Such questions have brought about the quest for a theology in Afri ca. As a 
result, a variety of theologies have emerged in recent yea rs. This paper examines 
some of these basic trends in theological refl ection in Afri ca, in parti cular, 
African Theology, Bl ack Theology in South Afri ca and Afri can Chris tian 
Theology. Further , it seeks to show an inner cohesion among these trends 
towards the final emergence of an authentic Christian Theology in Africa. 
Adam K.A . Chepliwony is a Professor of Religion at Moi University in Eldo ret, Kenya. 
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AFRICAN THEOLOGY 
Problem of Definition 
Since there has not been any definite or clear definitions of African Theology, dif-
ferent theologians, both Africans and non-Africans have seen and defined it in their 
own ways. john Mbiti, probably one of the greatest exponents of African Theology, 
says the following concerning the term "African Theology." 
Indeed the term ... has its limitation and ambiguities; it says both nothing and every-
thing at the same time. Some people are using it as an ideological spring board; 
others fear it and consider it to be a demonic threat to the Christian faith in Africa.3 
Mbiti, in his book, New Testament Eschatology in an African Background, is not even 
sure that the term can be defined . He writes "It is all too easy to use the phrase 
'African Theology,' but to state exactly what that means, or even to show its real 
nature , is an entirely different issue."• He further explains that such a theology could 
not be uniform throughout the continent of Africa. He concludes, "Theological sys-
tems and schools of thought will, let us hope, emerge, and it is these, rather than a single 
static system which together may constitute Theologia Africana. "5 
In his effort to define African theology,]. Mugambi, in his recent book, African 
Christian Theology: An Introduction, concludes; "African Theology may thus imply (1) 
African Christian Theology (or African Muslim Theology) ; or (2) _African Religious 
Tradition (referring to non-Christian and non-Muslim African traditions) ."6 
A few other scholars like Turner7, Kato8 , Diadanso9 and others have expressed the 
difficulties brought about by the term "African Theology." The impression given by 
this term is that it is possible to have one theology in Africa. Yet, as suggested by 
Mugambi above, Africa has many theologies. We can even go on to say that there are 
varieties of Chrisban, Muslim and other theologies in Africa. I suggest, therefore, that 
the term "African Theology" is misleading and confusing and that the term, "African 
Theologies" should be used to refer to various theo'logies in Africa. 
CONTENT OF AFRICAN THEOLOGY 
The true nature and origin of African Theology can be ascribed to Dr. J.K. Agbeti. 
He represents the thoughts of most theologians in Africa today who draw a sharp dis-
tinction between African Theology and Christian Theology. The following quotation 
will give us an idea of what African Theology is, as understood by Agbeti and those 
scholars in his circle. 
The idea of "African Theology" seems to have been confused with the idea of 
"Christian Theology" as it may be expressed by African Theologians using 
African thought forms . Thus it is my intention ... to show that "African 
Theology" is distinct from Christian Theology ... .Thus we may think of different 
kinds of theologies , e.g. Christian Theology, Islamic Theology, Old Testament 
Theology, Hindu Theology, African Theology, etc. Consequently when we talk 
about "African Theology we should mean the interpretation of the pre-Christian 
and pre-Moslem African people's experience of God. 10 
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According to Agbeti, African Theology is a return to African traditional religious 
experience-the practices of African peoples before Christianity and Islam were intro-
duced to them. How do we understand Agbeti's idea of African Theology? It seems to 
me that he is suggesting that we do away with Christianity since we do not need it, we 
never needed it, and will never need it; with it also is the Islamic re_ligion-but give us 
back the religion of our ancestors. This kind of attitude presupposes the validity of the 
African religions with regards to God's direct revelation to the worshipper. Salvation is 
possible in African religion, according to Agbeti, for he says that "the traditional African 
has a living experience with God quite distinct from the Christian experience of God."" 
The primary source for African Theology, according to Agbeti, is not the Bible. The 
source material for African Theology has to be gathered from Africa and its traditional 
religions. lf the Bible is to be used at all, it will only serve to support that which is 
already found in the traditional religions. Hence he writes: 
Materials about African religion are being collected and collated regionally . 
From these regional sources, could grow a religion which could be truly called 
African Religion. It will be from this source that an "African Tlieology" may be 
developed, a theology which will critically systematize the traditional African 
experience of God, of God and his relation with man, of man a·nd his relation 
with God, of the spiritual universe, of Sin, etc. 12 
Agbeti's "African Theology" is an attempt to state African peoples' thought about 
God and as such is not Christian nor is it biblically based. 
Christianity, according to those who agree with Agbeti, is a "cold and cruel reli-
gion" which has caused frequent strife between the converted and the traditional reli-
gionists. For them missionaries did more harm than good, "They scared our people 
with stories of hell ," they insist. "They painted their God as a demanding God who 
wanted worship 'or else'. "13 
The Rev. Solomon Lediga in the context of South African Black Theology would 
feel at home with what Agbeti has to say. He makes no distinction between Black 
Theology and traditional African religions. He sees a very close relation and no ten-
sion between the two. According to him, Black Theology "originates in the very exis-
tence of a religion pertaining to Africa. Perhaps Black Theology was dormant and cov-
ered in the mystery and taboo that pervades primitive religion the world over. "14 He 
contends that just as God spoke to Moses by the burning bush, today He speaks to 
Africans in lightning and thunder and other natural phenomena. He writes: 
On the horns of sacrificial beast is laid the altar of atonement (at-one-moment) 
with the creator.. .. The flesh and blood of goat cleans and unites. Those who 
partake of the feast of redemption live forever and those who do not eat of the 
meat and wash in the blood of the lamb are outcasts and they are doomed.'$ 
He therefore concludes: 
We shall sing praises unto this God and tell the spirit of our forefathers who 
dwell with his courtyard to mediate for us. We shall commune with Him and 
His spirits beast and beer brewed from the grainary He has secured for us . 16 
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For it is , after all, this God, and not the sectarian and selfish God of the white man, 
who is overflowing in love. Lediga believes, therefore, that it is the task of Black 
Theology to reveal anew this God to Africa. 
1 believe very strongly that to study African traditional religion in the task of 
Christian theologizing in Africa is a worthwhile exercise which African-Christian the-
ologians should seriously think about. This is because African religions have much to 
offer to the shaping of authenti c Afri can theologies. Moreover, there are many 
Africans today who still value and follow traditional African religions. It is also only 
after a serious study that our knowledge of African religions will increase; and it is 
only after such that proper contextualization can take place. To avoid misunderstand-
ing of terms and definitions, 1 suggest that the theology propounded by Agbeti and 
Lediga be called "Theology of Indigenous African Religion" for that is exactly what 
Agbeti and Lediga are concerned about. Such theology, though genuinely African, yet 
seems to lack the necessary Christian component, is a universal heritage rooted in the 
person of Christ and the biblical witness. In my proposed improvement of terminolo-
gy in this paper, I have suggested the preferred use of the term Christian Theology in 
Africa which is authentically African and also genuinely Christian. Turning now to 
Black Theology in South Africa we shall see by contrasting it with Black Theology in 
·North America that it succeeds in being both a Black and a Christian theology. 
BLACK THEOLOGY 1 SOUTH AFRICA 
There are three views about the origin of Black Theology in South Africa. Some on 
the continent believe that Black Theology was born in the year 1700 near the mouth 
o f the Congo River. It was founded by a Congolese girl , Bea trice Kimpa Vita, a 
prophet, who claimed that she had been commanded to preach and teach after she 
had experienced death and had been resurrected. She taught that: 
Christ appeared as a black man in Sao Salvador and that all his apostles were 
black. He was a Christ who identified himself with the Africans, who threw in 
his lot with that of the suffering, oppressed blacks as opposed to the white 
exploiters and oppressors.17 
She insisted, therefore, that Christ would restore the Old Congolese Kingdom and 
establish a paradise on earth. Others claim that "African Theology began in 1960 dur-
ing a meeting of theologians in Zaire, reflecting on the topic: 'Debate on African 
Theology? ' "18 This particular seminar seems to have sparked a larger discussion on 
Black Theology in other parts of the continent, particularly in South Africa . 
Finally, there are those who think that Black Theology reached South Afri ca 
through the influence of James Cone's tape in a seminar in 1971. The impact upon 
the participants was grea t. Mokegthi Motlhabi in an essay on Black Theology writes, 
"We feel.. .what Cone says in our bones. "19 
Whether this was the true origin or not, it is not until recently that the title "Black 
Theology" was imported from the United States, although it must be noticed that the 
content of American Black Theology was not imported with the title. Basil Moore defines 
Black Theology as a situational theology, the situation being the oppression of the black 
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man in South Africa. He writes, "It (Black Theology) begins with people-specific peo-
ple, in a specific situation with specific problems to face. " The black people in South 
Africa are facing the problems of oppression, fear, hunger, insult and dehumanization. 20 
Black Theology in South Africa is an attempt of the black man to overcome his 
slave mentality. The black man has been taught to think "white" and to believe that 
only what is associated with white is valuable. He has been accepted as human only in 
so far as he has rejected black ideals and accepted white ideals. Black Theology gives 
the black peoples their due recognition that the black man is somebody. In an attempt 
to find who they are, the South Africans are asking questions such as , "Was our black 
society and history and culture before the white man came so rotten and heathen that 
it had to be destroyed? "21 It is with this idea that they turn to scripture, tradition and 
classical doctrine to ask if it can say anything about black people in their situation. 
Black Theology in South Africa is not the same as its counterpart in North 
America. The reason is obvious. The black American has lost the cultural context in 
which African Theology is taking place. We see that South Africa merges the two the-
ological trends, Black and African Theology. The political bias in South Africa put the 
Africans, in many respects, in the same category as a black American in the United 
States. The main distinction is that the South African is in Africa, apd this offers him 
"the substratum for an African Theology." 22 • 
Some teachings of Black Theology in South Africa sound like those of the Black 
Theology of James Cone of the United States. But it must be stressed that, although 
they have some striking similarities, they are not identical. When we read the state-
ments of Baartman and Buthelezi, we are led to believe that there is a great difference, 
at least in attitude, between these two theologies. Ernest Baartman for instance writes: 
This is the difficult demand .. . "to love the white man. " We cannot hate our fel-
low man. God created us in love that goes through bitterness , sweat and blood. 
He chose death. It is difficult to love whites. It is costly to love whites, yet the 
hatred must be rebuilt in love ... the Gospel directs us all to pray that the day 
must never come when every black man will say, "I shall have nothing to do 
with the white man. "23 
In the same tone, Manas Buthelezi writes: 
What is it that is unique in the Christian Gospel? ... It is the love of God in Jesus 
Christ that transforms strange neighbors into loving brothers. It is very often 
said that points of racial contacts are points of friction . What is unique about 
the gospel is that it changes points of contact into points of fellowships. 24 
This attitude portrayed by Baartman and Buthelezi is in line with Jesus' teaching, 
"Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse you , and 
pray for those who ill-treat you" (Luke 6:27-28). On the contrary, Black Theology of 
North America is colour conscious in that the North American Black Theologians 
insist that blackness is the symbol which points to the dimensions of divine activity in 
America and that whiteness symbolizes the activity of deranged men and is satanic in 
nature. Hence, Cone writes: 
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In order to be Christian theology, white theology must cease being white theol-
ogy and become Black Theology by denying whiteness as a proper form of 
human existence and affirming blackness as God's intention for humanity. 25 
Thus Black Theology, in an apparent departure from the conventional interpretation of 
Christian teachings, holds that everything that assists the destruction of white racism is 
truly Christian, "the liberating deeds of God." And that the acts which "impede the strug-
gle of black self-determination-Black Power-are anti-Christian, the work of Satan."26 
Another African scholar, Adam Small, comments that it is not the purpose of black 
South Africans to hate whites but rather to treat them as people .. Then he adds that 
they wish to help the white people of South Africa "to see themselves as they are, to 
cease fleeing from reality. "21 Others like the late Steve Biko, though he is not a theolo-
gian, share similar values. Biko advocates a "peaceful integration of all the races in 
South Africa into a new, just and democratic socio-economic political system, sym-
bolized by 'sitting at the same table' justly sharing the country's resources."28 Included 
here is also Nelson Mandela, the vice-president of the African National Congress, for 
constantly and insistently preaching this message of love. 
It must be mentioned, finally , that Black Theology in South Africa does not deal 
primarily with the colour of the skin, but with the entire value system symbolized by 
apartheid. It is also self-critical and open for dialogue. 
Black Theology in South Africa may thus be regarded as a Christian theology. We 
get a picture of black Christians being persecuted as they witness to Jesus Christ, who 
frees all-black or white. One may hope that the present developments in South Africa 
will only serve to increase the focus of Black Theology in their reconciliation and love. 
As we move finally to Christian Theology done in Africa, we make suggestions for a 
theology that is bqth, like indigenous theology in Africa, authentically African because 
it takes seriously African Indigenous Religion, and, like Black Theology in South 
Africa, solidly Christian, because it begins with distinctively Christian affirmations. 
AFRICAN CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY 
The Need 
The foregoing discussion highlights the indisputable need for the emergence of a 
Christian Theology which is also African in the sense that it will meet the needs of the 
common African men and women wherever they are. Such a theology should be one 
which will interpret to the African people Jesus Christ, who is the only ground of 
unity for Christians. It should be a theology which will make them feel at home in the 
new faith . In other words, it should be a theology that will attempt to relate the gospel 
message to the various African situations in which they live and work. 
Kwesi Dickson "in an essay "Toward a Theologia Africana" quotes Donald Jacobs as 
saying: 
Traditional Western Christian theology has some weaknesses even for western 
needs and often has not been seen to be relevant to African problems. Now we 
must come to the scriptures to discover God's answers to our problems here in 
our day.29 
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Such a cry for a theology which is relevant to African needs can be heard from E. 
Bolaji Idowu. Concerning the church in Nigeria he comments that it has not devel-
oped a theology which bears the distinctive stamp of Nigerian thinking or meditation. 
"Theologically," he says, "she has been spoonfed by Europeans all along. "30 A theolo-
gy which will minister to the African people "cannot be produced by a church which 
is imprisoned within foreign structures; such is forever impossible with a church 
whose spiritual and intellectual nourishment is a theology ready-made from abroad. "31 
The need for African theology was underscored again in 1969 when Pope Paul in 
his address to bishops declared: 
The expression, that is the language and mode of manifesting the one Faith , 
may be manifold; hence it may be original, suited to the tongue, the style, the 
character, the genius and the culture of the one who professes this one Faith. 
From this point of view, a pluralism is not only legitimate but desirable. An 
adaptation of the Christian life in fields of pastoral, ritual, didactic and spiritual 
activities is now possible, it is even favored by the church. The liturgical renew-
al is a living example of this . And in this sense you may and must have an 
African Christianity.32 
It is my conviction that for such a theology to retain its Christian uniqueness, it 
must start by confessing Jesus Christ as Lord who died and was raised for us , as its 
focal point of faith. It must do so in such a way that it will be "faithful to the inner 
thrust of the Christian revelation and also in harmony with the mentality of the per-
son who formubJ-es it. "33 We need to study the rich heritage of our African peoples 
a recognizing that our people knew and worshiped God the Father.34 And that it is the 
e radical quality of God's self-revelation in Jesus Christ to which they need to be intro-
l duced. It is necessary that the African theologians interpret the gospel in such terms 
as are not only intelligible to African people but also suitable to their own tempera-
ments. 
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It is evident that contemporary African Christians cannot continue to exist on an 
adapted theology. There is no real short cut; as Allmen puts it; 
We must not fool ourselves; Western Theology is not Universal Theology . 
Whatever is universal about Western Theology is owed solely to the faith that 
has been professed in all times and in all places; and Western Theology has the 
duty to reckon with the possibility that others may express the faith in a manner 
that is just as valid and just as "universal," in categories that are proper to them.35 
African theologians must initiate a theology that is distinctively African, yet 
absolutely and truly Christian in its doctrine. A theology that will afford our people to 
worship God as Africans, that is: 
In a way which is compatible with their own spiritual temperament, of singing 
to the glory of God in their own way, of praying to God and hearing His Holy 
Word in idiom which is clearly intelligible to them. 36 
It is then, and only then, that we shall have a truly authentic African Christian the-
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ology. A theology that will not be a copy of Western theology; nor will it be a syn-
cretism of African traditional religions and Christian faith ; neither will it be eclectic in 
nature. It will be a theology that will solely be grounded in an African understanding 
of scripture as the only true and infallible Word of God. How shall such a theology 
come into being? I will suggest that African theologians should be aware of such theo-
logical processes as syncretism and be able to avoid dangers inherent in a mishandling 
of these processes. I will discuss this briefly in the following section . 
THE PROBLEMS OF SYNCRETISM IN AFRICAN CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY 
As I said earlier, the term "African Theology" is very debatable and many African 
theologians see and define it differently. Let me now mention a few more theologians 
who take a different line from that of Agbeti. Bengt Sundkler relates African theology 
with Christ when he says: 
Theology in Africa has to interpret this Christ in terms that are relevant and 
essentia l to African existence .... In Africa the same Christ, the King, proves 
Himself to be the life and the fullness with power to liberate from sickness and 
death and devil. 37 
Such a theology, Sundkler contends, "must. .. start with fundamental facts of the 
African interpretation of existence and universe." At this point, he giscusses what he 
calls "the links with the beginning, the links with the living dead ... and the pastor as 
the mid-man. "38 Sundkler somehow fails to make a clear-cut distinction between the 
primacy of African religious experience on the one hand, and the supremacy of Christ 
on the other. 
Harry the following comments: 
There is a strong case for Theologia Af ricana which seeks to interpret Christ to 
the African in such a way that he feels at home in the new faith .... Care must be 
taken to avoid syncretistic tendencies as well as a hollow theology for Africa. 
The answer is in the vigorous pursuit of systematic theology, based on a philo-
sophical appraisal of the thought forms of the African people.39 
He expects this theology to be evangelistic and one which will erect bridges 
between the gospel and African thought forms . 
M.E. Glasswell also sees African Theology to be a theology "which is conceived by 
Africans on the basis of African religious insights and emphases, and which serves the 
African understanding of the Christian faith and advances it. "40 This definition, and 
the rest of them that we have seen, have been said to fall under one danger-the dan-
ger of syncretism.4 1 
Syncretism, according to A Dict ionary of C11ristian Theology , is "the mingling 
together of different philosophies or religions, resulting in hybrid forms of philosophy 
or of religion. "42 In this context it would mean a theology which finds itself torn 
between traditional African beliefs and Christian faith . The result of such reconcilia-
tion of different beliefs and practices in religion is a mixture into one single theology. 
This has been regarded as a dangerous trend by some theologians. 
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The issue of syncretism in African (and other) theologies has been a topic of lively 
debate among theologians. It would appear that the castigation of syncretion emerges 
from the conservative premise that all tenets of Christian Theology are universally 
and eternally valid, and hence their contact with any "pagan" elements would only 
serve to adulterate them. 
I would say that the question of syncretism cannot be so easily dismissed. It 
requires to be defined and understood in terms of its efficacy and limitations rather 
than "dangers. " Syncretism is more ineffective than dangerous. It will suffice to give 
one example of how ineffective syncretism can be. In India syncretistic reconstruc-
tions of the best of Hindu and Muslim religions, as attempted by Emperor Akbar 
(1542-1605) and later on a broader scale by Mahatama Gandhi (1869-1948) , with the 
apparent noble intention of forging a unity between the two religions eventually 
failed. 
SOME SUGGESTIONS 
First, I would suggest that the term African Christian Theology is misleading. The 
term to me has its emphasis on "Africa" rather than on "Christian-. " Christian doc-
trines are held to be universal, eternal and non-negotiable. But the of theology 
changes so that we can talk of Christian theology in America, India and so on. In this 
case, "Africa" defines the context of a theological reflection; it demarcates a culture in 
which Christian universal doctrines are taught. And as such, I would prefer the term 
Christian Theology in Africa to differentiate Christian Theology from other African 
Theologies. 
Second , there ts need for a serious dialogue between Christianity and African 
Traditional Religions. If Christianity is truly universal , in that it is identifiable with 
each and every human culture as it professes to be, then it should be able to penetrate 
the African culture. Christianity, then, cannot afford to reject such dialogue unless it 
is willing to forfeit its claim to catholicity.43 Moreover, today's theology is committed 
to dialogue if it is to be relevant in the fast-changing society. Aylward W .F. Shorter 
devotes his book African Christian Theology to this idea of "dialogue." It is hoped that 
through questions and exchange with theologies of the past and of the present we 
shall perceive God's message for our contemporary situation, and it is for us to draw 
this message into a relationship of dialogue with our African culture. 
Third, there is a "call for a new pattern of training of the (pastoral) ministry in 
Africa. "44 It is absolutely necessary that African ministers are trained in their own 
environment to provide authentic African ministry to African Christians. Signs of 
such a move are already evident. 
The AMECEA Pastoral Institute and the African Inland Church Missionary College 
(both in Eldoret , Kenya) are encouraging responses to this call. The former gives 
renewal courses and updates both the clergy and the laity on the approaches to new 
theological trends in their mission . The aim of the latter college is to provide relevant, 
practical cross-cultural training for men and women who feel called by God to go out 
to proclaim the word of God as demanded by Jesus , "Go throughout the whole world 
and preach the gospel to all Mankind" (Mark 16:15). 
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It should, however, be noted that as long as the so-called "extreme rightist," mis-
sionaries from Europe and America, continue to manage and teach in African theolog-
ical and pastoral institutions, there can be no real hope for the emergence of an 
authentic African pattern of Christian ministry. It is sad to note that these institutions 
are more like Western islands in Africa rather than like African institutions them-
selves . African graduates from such deculturized schools come out as "black 
Europeans" rather than as authentic Africans. In language, cultural and almost all 
other values they copy their white teachers . In Kenyan streets one may frequently wit-
ness scenes where these self-made Euro-African evangelists are heard preaching in 
English with a colleague interpreting for them in the local language; whereas both the 
preachers as well as the audience are quite fluent in the local language. It is in this 
light that the need for the emergence of authentic patterns of African pastoral min-
istry becomes all the more urgent. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper I have examined the three theological trends in Africa, namely, 
African Theology, Black Theology in South Africa and African Christian Theology. I 
have shown the differences among these trends. I have attempted to argue that many 
times these three trends are mistakenly lumped together in the general category of 
"African Theology" or "African Christian Theology." I have further sought to urge 
that a close study of these trends is necessary in order to understat1.d and appreciate 
the emergence of a genuine Christian Theology in Africa towards which each of these 
trends contributes in its own special way. 
I have further attempted to show the difficulties in defining African Theology and 
to delineate what African Theology is as understood by Agbeti and those who agree or 
even disagree with him. I have suggested that the term "African Theology" is not suit-
able to denote entire process of theological reflection in Africa as Agbeti advocates 
and thus suggest ·that his theology would be better called "Theology of Indigenous 
African Religion." In reference to the various theologies in Africa, I have recommend-
ed the term "African Theologies." 
I have also discussed Black Theology in South Africa and argued that it is not the 
same as its counterpart in North America. I have argued that Black Theology in South 
Africa is solidly Christian because it begins with distinctively Christian affirmation. 
Finally, I have discussed African Christian Theology and the problem of syn-
cretism. I have offered some suggestions on the growth of a Christian theology in 
Africa. I have also suggested that the term "African Christian Theology" may more 
suitably be replaced by the term "Christian Theology in Africa." 
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WESLEYAN RESOURCES 
FOR A CONTEMPORARY 
THEOLOGY OF THE POOR? 
RANDY L. M ADDOX 
Recent years have witnessed epochal and unforeseeable changes in the politi-
cal situation of the Northern hemisphere- the reunification of Germany, the 
collapse of the Soviet Union, the fracturing of former Soviet sa tellites , and 
broad-scale rejection of nationalist communism. It is sometimes S'llggested that 
these changes totally discredit what has come to be called Liberation Theology. 
But while they do raise serious questions about some of the specific solutions 
proposed by certain liberation theologians, they have hardly eliminated the 
problems that spawned libera tion theology in the first place. Indeed , there 
appears to be a widening gap at present between rich and poor in several 
nations , between developed (or overdeveloped! ) nations and the developing 
nations, and between the culturally elite and the culturally marginalized. 
For those of us in the Wesleyan theological traditions this situation sounds 
strangely reminiscent of the social context within which the original Methodist 
revival arose. Thus, there is good reason for asking whether there are resources 
in our tradition for relating the Good News of God's salvific love to this critical 
dimension of our current situation.' Other studies have focused attention on 
some of the characteristic Wesleyan convictions and practices that are very rele-
vant to this issue. 2 The topic that I want to direct attention to deals not with 
such "content" of a Wesleyan theology, but with its method. 
As liberation theologies found their voices among the world's poor and mar-
ginalized, their early questions often focused on specific doctrinal claims of the 
dominant Christian theological traditions. It did not take long though for the 
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scope to enlarge and incorporate such questions as who does theology, where, and in 
whose interest. That is, they became convinced that there cannot be an adequate theo-
logical understanding of, or address to , the situation and needs of the poor or margin-
alized until theological reflection itself is done with and by these very folk. It is in this 
latter sense that I have titled this essay as the question of whether there are Wesleyan 
resources for a contemporary theology of the poor (i.e. , a subjective genitive). 
I. THE GROWi G CRITIQUE OF CLASSIC ACADEMIC THEOLOGY 
It does not take much reflection to recognize that the methodological questions 
being raised by those who are seeking to reformulate theology in the interests of the 
poor and marginalized, strike at the core of the current dominant model of serious 
theological activity in North Atlantic Christianity. This model developed with and is 
defined by the setting of the Western universities. 3 The self-confessed goal of these 
universities was determining rationally-defensible and ordered knowledge, for its own 
sake. On such terms: 1) the favored forms of theological activity became apologetics 
(which seeks to provide a ra tional defense of Christian claims) and systematics 
(which seeks to provide a rational ordering of these claims); 2) Christian faith became 
identified with the "objective" findings of these academic disciplines; and 3) col-
leagues or opponents within the university (a fairly eli te group!) became the primary 
dialogue partners and audience for theologians. 
To capture the intensity of the reac tion to this reigning model among those pursu-
ing a theology of the poor and marginalized, let me quote from the final report adopt-
ed at the Second General Assembly of the Ecumenical Association of Third World 
Theologians (EAOTWT) (December 1986, Oaxtepec, Mexico): 
Third World theology is theology as if people mattered. Its concern is not the 
neatness of a system but the liberation of the people. It is not elaborated in the 
academy but developed by the communities of the poor. .. . Professional theolo-
gians are the communities' servants in interpreting events and in systematizing 
the communities' experience. Their fidelity and responsibility to the community 
are essential to the concept of theology .... (This theology) calls for a very differ-
ent language than that of the academy. There is no need for it to be apo lo-
getic. .. . In sum we have learned to show more respect and concern for people 
than for systems and scientific theory.4 
Implicit in this comparison with standard academic theology are alternatives to the 
three characteristics of this reigning model of theological activity that were noted 
above. Most obvious (to start in reverse order) , the EAOTWT statement argues direct-
ly that the primary arena within which and for which theology should be done is not 
th e academy but the Church-understood specifically as the community of all 
Christian disciples, with particular focus on those traditionally marginalized.5 
The second alternative point, less obvious in this quote but clear in other liberation 
theology writings, is that the primary sense of Christian faith is identified as the 
implicit worldview that motivates Christians to faithful commitments of solidarity 
with the oppressed, not a set of abstract theological claims. Authentic theology grows 
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out of and reflects on such commitment.6 Involved here is a recovery of something 
like the early Christian distinction between the basic worldview (habitus) that moti-
vates and guides individual believers' lives in the world and the pastoral activity of 
norming and forming this worldview in believers.' 
This distinction relates directly to the third point, which is a shift of emphasis on 
what constitutes serious theological activity. We noted that the Western academic set-
ting made systematic textbooks or sophisticated apologetics the standard form of the-
ological activi ty. If the most primary context of theology is seen instead as the 
Christian community, and its task is the norming and forming of ordinary Christians' 
lives in the world , then serious theological activity will take different expressions. It 
will elevate to "first-order" those activities which serve most directly to fo rm (or 
reform) the worldviews of believers; namely, such things as popular Bible commen-
taries , basic catechisms, hymns, liturgies and expositions of central elements of wor-
ship.8 It is no accident that we are seeing increased interest in such genres among lib-
eration theologians.9 
This should be enough to demonstrate that liberation theologians are calling for 
more than a minor revision of standard academic theology; they are calling for a fun-
damental change to an understanding and practice of theological act"vity that is more 
integrally related to the life of the Christian community. In making this call they join 
a number of other currents in recent reflection on theological methodology that are 
coalescing around the desire for transforming the defining model into a more truly 
"practical" theology. 
II. DESIRED CHAMCTERISTICS OF A "PRACTICAL" THEOLOGY 
In another context I have surveyed the various voices calling for this recovery of a 
more "practical" discipline of theology and sketched the major characteristics that 
they desire in such a theo logy. 10 It will be helpful to rehearse these characteristics 
here, drawing examples from those concerned with developing an authentic theology 
of the poor and marginalized. 
A. Truly Practical Theological Activity Will Be Unified 
The first of the characteristics advocated for a recovered practical theology is that it 
overcome the bifurcation (and progressive isolation) of the various sciences that has 
come to typify the university theological curriculum. This bifurcation is a direct 
reflection of the separation of theological study and education from the daily life of 
the community of believers. As they have sought to bring theological reflection into 
the service of Christian life in the world , liberation theologians have found it neces-
sary to violate such disciplinary boundaries, interweaving biblical and historical stud-
ies integrally with doctrinal reflection.11 
B. Truly Practical Theological Activity Will Be Holistic 
A second characteristic desired in a contemporary practical theology is that it be 
holistic. No one has urged this characteristic more strongly than liberation theolo-
gians, with their demand that theologians not isolate orthodoxy from orthopra.x:y . In 
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truly human praxis there is a constant dialectical connection between what we believe 
and what we do. As such, the disciplinary separation of doctrinal and ethical reflec-
tion in the academic theological curriculum must be rejected as a fa lse (ideological!) 
move. 12 
Yet another dimension of a holistic theology is suggested by the recent renewed 
appreciation for the "character ethics" of Aristotle and the early Church. If human 
affections are not "mere feelings " but the motive power and orienting guides of 
authentic human praxis, then an integral part of a truly holistic (and practical) theol-
ogy would be the nurturing and patterning of appropriate human affections (orthoaf-
fectus). This point has gained emphasis among liberation theologians as they have 
rejected the dichotomy between spirituality and justice, reclaiming the spiritual 
(affectional) dimension of any theology committed to justice. 13 
C. Truly Practical Theological Activity Will Make Praxis Primary 
A third characteristic prevalent in the recent calls for a more practical theology is 
the affirmation of the primacy of praxis in theological activity. This is to contend, to 
begin with, that authentic theological activity is sparked by the needs and challenges 
of existing praxis, as contrasted with such factors as theoretical comprehensiveness 
and professional advancement. 
At the same time, it is important to note that affirming the primacy of praxis does 
not imply a crude "pragmatism;" i.e., a reduction of theological decistons to the single 
criterion of "whatever will work." Nor does it necessarily entail that theology derives 
its norms from praxis. 14 In short, it does not reject careful doctrinal reflection, draw-
ing on biblical and historical resources. Rather, it requires that all such reflection be 
pursued to the point of determining the anthropological, soteriological and political 
dimensions of th5doctrines under consideration. 15 
Likewise, an affirmation of the primacy of praxis would require that authentic the-
ological reflection: however abstract, must always be related back to praxis through 
such "first-order" theological activities as constructing liturgies and shepherding con-
gregations. ln other words, the fundamental problem with the reigning academic 
model of theology is not that the latter involves abstract doctrinal reflection, but that 
(to use Alfred North Whitehead's term) it commits the "fallacy of misplaced concrete-
ness. " It becomes consumed with abstract issues and theoretical precision, neglecting 
the praxis-related tasks that authentic theory is meant to serve. 
D. Truly Practical Theological Activity Will Be Inherently Transformative 
The emphasis on the primacy of praxis leads directly to the fourth characteristic 
desired in a recov.ered practical theology: it should be inherently transformative. It 
should seek not merely to understand or explain Christian life, but to correct it. As 
Dermot Lane as put it, 
The understanding of knowledge and truth operative in the primacy of praxis is 
one of transformation in contrast to the more traditional understanding of 
knowledge and truth as simply disclosure or correspondence or conformity or 
verification. These latter tend to maintain the status quo whereas an under-
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standing of knowledge and truth as transformation challenges theology to go 
beyond the status quo. 16 
Obviously, this characteristic involves the claims of a practical theology. But it also 
relates to the form of theological activity. Systematics and apologetics can all-too-easi-
ly be taken as simply "explaining" Christian life. Such "first-order"· activi ties as litur-
gies and Bible studies are more directly related to transforming incomplete or dis tort-
ed Christian praxis. 
E. Truly Practical Theological Activity Will Be Communal 
The fifth characteristic advocated for a contemporary practical theology has been a 
distinctive emphasis of those concerned to overcome the isolation from the communi-
ty of faith that the professionalization of theology has fostered . They stress that theo-
logical reflection needs the participation of the breadth of persons involved in 
Christian praxis to preserve its vitality and wholeness." That is, it needs to be com-
munal in its process. 
Some specific aspects of this desired communal nature should be noted. First, the 
point at issue is not just that every individual has a right to particippte in theological 
activity but that this activity is best done in community, by persons fiving together in 
faith. Second, there should be a particular concern to involve members of the commu-
nity most often excluded by academic theology; i.e., the poor, oppressed or exploited. 
Third, while this emphasis specifically rejects the restriction of theological reflection 
to an elitist group of professional theologians, it does not exclude them. They too are 
a part of the cofhmunity. However , as Samuel Amirtham and john Pobee have 
phrased it, it is crucial that "what the theologian does is in the context of and with the 
people, not for the people gathered as a community of faith. "18 Finally, while it is 
essential to draw on the insights and wisdom of the entire Christian community, this 
should not be construed as reducing theological judgments to "majority rule. " 19 
Criteria of authenticity for Christian life and belief would remain, and helping the 
community remain conscious of these may be the most important contribution of 
professional theologians to a communal practical theology. 
F. Truly Practical Theological Activity Will Be Contextual 
Perhaps no characteristic desired in a recovered exercise of theology as a practical 
discipline has found wider contemporary consensus than the demand that it be con-
textual. It should not be devoted to the search for universal unchanging expressions 
of the Christian faith. Rather, it should undertake the demanding work of wrestling 
with both Christian revelation and particular socio-historical si tuations, seeking 
authentic context-sensitive embodiments of the Christian gospel. As Rebecca Chopp 
has shown, this characteristic is central to liberation theologies. '0 
The theme of contextuality has received significant attention in recent years. In the 
process some clarifications have emerged. First, it has been argued that the context 
relevant to theology must be defined broadly, including the social and political 
dimensions of Christian life , rather than being reduced to individual human experi-
ence, as has been typical of Western liberal theology." Second, it has been stressed 
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that in its search for contextually-relevant theological expressions an authentically 
Christian practical theology must constantly guard against relativismn 
G. Truly Practical Theological Activity Will Be Occasional 
The final characteristic desired in a contemporary practical theology is that it be 
occasional; i.e., concerned more to address whatever pressing issues are arising in a 
specific community's life than to abide by some program for formulating an abstract 
theological System. There are few better examples of this conviction than the 
EAOTWT quote with which we began. 
Ill. WESLEY'S MODEL OF THEOLOGICAL ACTIVITY 
Such, then, are the characteristics being championed for a desired "practical" the-
ology-an understanding and practice of theological activity that could more ade-
quately constitute a theology of the poor and marginalized. One of the questions that 
many advocates of this agenda are asking is where can we find instructive models of 
such theological activity? The most promising place to look would be outside the 
time period and cultural location of the dominance of university theology; e.g. the 
Early Church, Eastern Orthodoxy and marginal Western traditions. I have suggested 
elsewhere that john Wesley might also be such a model! n Among the reasons for this 
suggestion was Wesley's heavy reliance on the Early Church-particularly many 
Greek theologians who were taken as authoritative for later Eastern Orthodoxy-as 
his prototypes for theological activityH 
Wesley imbibed his interest in the Early Church from his Anglican setting. 
Seventeenth-century Anglicans had decided that the best way to preserve a Via Media 
between Roman Catholicism and Protestantism was to take the pre-Constantinian 
Church as Among the implications of this was that they followed the 
Early Church in . channeling theological activity into such expressions as a prayer-
book, catechetical homilies, and brief articles of faith-rather than summae, encyclo-
pediae or Institutes. One result of this was that early Anglicanism experienced some 
less tension between the academy and the church than did contemporary continental 
Christianity. But tension there was , and when Wesley came face-to-face with this ten-
sion he decided that he could not remain in the relative security (and isolation) of the 
academic context while there was such pressing need for embracing and theologically 
shepherding the masses of ordinary Christians. Thus, like modern liberation theolo-
gians, Wesley took the primary arena of theological activity to be the community of 
believers , with a special focus on persons often excluded from the established 
church. 25 
Wesley also shared the recognition of the distinction between the basic worldview 
(habitus ) that motivates and guides individual believers' lives in the world and the 
pastoral activity of norming and forming this worldview. This is best seen in A Plain 
Account of Genuine Christianity , where Wesley distinguished between genuine 
Christianity as a "principle in the soul" and genuine Christianity as a "system of doc-
trine" which describes Christian character and tells us how to attain it. 26 
Finally, Wesley epitomized involvement in "first-order" theological activities like 
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those being appropriated by modern theologies of the poor and marginalized. Among 
these activities were: the theological editing of the Thirty -Nine Articles and the Booh of 
Common Prayer; the production of catechisms and catechetical sermons; the provision 
of carefully edited popular Bible study aids; the collection of guides for prayer and 
devotion; the publishing of spiritual biographies and autobiographies as models for 
imitation; the selection and editing of hymns for Methodist worship; the numerous 
letters of pastoral advice; the theological conferences with his preachers; and essays, 
open letters and tracts addressing issues that arose within the Methodist movement. 
With these general commonalities in mind, let us consider how well Wesley's theo-
logical activity may have approximated the characteristics desired in a contemporary 
recovered "practical" discipline of theology. 
A. Wesley's Theological Activity Was Unified 
Wesley largely antedated the growing separation of the sciences in the theological 
curriculum. Accordingly, he showed little hesitance in ranging among the areas of 
Scripture, history of Christianity, church discipline and doctrinal theology. While he 
recognized different genres of theological writing (controversial , practical , etc.) he 
assumed an overall unity of the theological task. This was the case as he 
placed theological refl ection in service to ministry. To be sure, Wesley's was a naive, 
unified theology, since he never faced the challenge of the later divisions. Yet, his 
example might still bear consideration as post-modern theologians seek a "second 
naivete" (Paul Ricoeur) that reunifies the various theological domains. 
B. Wesley's Theological Activity Was Holistic 
It is also easy to demonstrate that Wesley shared the concern that orthodoxy not be 
separated from orthopraxy. This is the point at issue in his well-known claim that 
"right opinion" is a "slender part of religion." He was not intending to dismiss right 
opinion, but to insist that it was of no value unless it finds embodiment in Christian 
praxis.27 The connection between orthodoxy and orthopraxy is also reflected in the 
typical agenda of Wesley's conferences with his preachers, which dealt not only with 
doctrine, but with discipline and practice as well. '8 Thus, it is not surprising that some 
liberation theologians have found Wesley's example on this point suggestive, making 
allowance for the fact that he shared his age's blindness to the structural aspects of sin 
and Christian praxis.'9 
If we turn to the broader conception of a holistic theology, which incorporates the 
insights of "character ethics," there is so much warrant in Wesley that he has fre-
quently been touted as an exemplar by advocates of this general theme.30 
C. Wesley's Theological Activity Reflected the Primacy of Praxis 
This brings us to the affirmation of the primacy of praxis in theological method. 
Such primacy assumes, to begin with, that it is the needs and challenges of existing 
praxis that spark authentic theological activity. Even a cursory examination verifies 
that the stimulus of most of Wesley's theological endeavors was the struggle to meet 
the needs of, and address the controversies within, his revival movement. 
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The primacy of praxis also entails that theological reflec tion must always be related 
back to praxis through "first-order" theological activities. The earlier listing of the 
various forms of Wesley's theological activity should demonstrate his appreciation for 
such "first-order" activities. 
What the primacy of praxis does not imply is a crude "pragmatism" or the neglect 
of careful doctrinal reflection . Wesley surely did not avoid doctrinal refl ection. 
Indeed, at one time or another, he touched on every major area of Christian doctrine. 
Moreover, he did not limit himself to doctrines whose implications for Christian life 
(o r evangelism) were immediately evident. He found it necessary to take up some 
quite technical debates, such as the question of whether Christ's dea th was the formal 
or meritorious cause of justifying faith. 3 1 He also dealt with such speculative issues as 
the nature of animals in Heaven,32 the nature of the torments in Hell ,33 and how God 
will deal with those who have not heard of Christ. 34 But, what most characterized 
Wesley's doctrinal reflection was that it always highlighted the anthropological and 
soteriological implications of the doctrine under consideration, no matter how techni-
cal or speculative it migh t be.35 As such, it is misleading to characterize Wesley as "a 
practical rather than speculative thinker." 36 Much more appropriate would be the val-
uation of him as a self-conscious, practical theologian, undertaking careful doctrinal 
reflection in response to the stimulus of praxis and in service to primary theological 
activities. 
D. Wesley's Theology Was Inherently Transformative 
The next characteristic desired in a recovered practical theology is that it should 
seek not merely to understand or explicate Christian life, but to correct it. Obviously, 
this assumes that humans (and human societies) are not spiritually whole, and that 
theology's goal is nbt to make them comfortable with their faults but to reform them. 
Wesley shared this .conviction; as evidenced by such claims as that, while Calvinists 
merely aim to make Calvinists, he is trying to make Christians !37 As we have seen, he 
also concentrated his theological activity in genres that are most likely to have charac-
ter-forming and-transforming impact. 
E. Was Wesley's Theological Activity Communal? 
What about the suggestion that a practical theology be communal in its process? 
Wesley's precedent in this regard must be considered ambiguous. On the one hand, 
he valiantly sought to bridge the gap between professional theology and his minimal-
ly-educated followers by providing abridged and simplified editions of materials he 
judged appropriate. Likewise, he created the communal setting of the conference for 
discussing Methodist belief and practice with his preachers. On the other hand, 
despite his frequent claim that he desired to stimulate thinking rather than indoctri-
nating, Wesley was hardly a strong advocate of giving the "people" a voice in theolog-
ical decisions. His primary goal was to provide his lay pastors and other followers 
with an appropriate theological formation , not to solicit from them new theological 
insights or perspectives. 38 
While this role for the "people" leaves much to be desired, one must admit that 
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Wesley avoided a simple "majority rule" approach to theological decision-making and 
fulfill ed the role of holding the community accountable to criteria of theological 
authenticity. Likewise, the truth is that Wesley did actually draw on his interactions 
with his people for doctrinal judgments (on issues such as the connection between 
conversion and assurance, or the possibility of entire sanctification), though the peo-
ple themselves functioned more as test cases than as valued interpreters. 
F. Wesley's Theological Activity Was Contextual 
There is a growing recognition among Wesley scholars of how contextual his doc-
trinal reflection was, and of how this fact helps alleviate some seeming inconsistencies 
in his convictions. Good examples would include: Allan Coppedge's study of the con-
textuality of Wesley's responses to the Calvinist Methodists and their affirma tion of 
predestination ; Robert Fraser's argument that Wesley nuanced his comments on sanc-
tification relative to his audience; Mark Horst's analysis of Wesley's situational utiliza-
tion of two differing emphases on repentance; john H. Tyson's review of the contextual 
dynamics of Wesley's interrelation of law and Gospel; and john R. Tyson's examination 
of the contextual variation of Wesley's definition of sin.39 To be su;e, this is a different 
dimension of contextuality than relating the Gospel to differing con-
texts, but the general precedent remains. 
The crucial point about the contextual dynamics of Wesley's theological reflection 
is that it seldom degenerates into relativism. Rather, there is a reasonable consistency 
between the sundry contextual variations that appears to reflect a basic orienting con-
cern which guided Wesley's various contextual theological judgments.40 ., 
G. Wesley's Theological Activity Was Occasional 
We come finally to the "occasional" nature of a truly practical theology. Perhaps 
the most relevant expressions of Wesley's theological activity in this regard are his 
various open letters, appeals, tracts and essays published to explain and defend his 
theological positions. One might suppose that these are exceptions to the characteri-
zation of Wesley as a practical theologian. After all, it is usually to these works that 
Wesley scholars turn to defend him in the academy as a theologian."' However, these 
works too are best accounted for under the model of theology as a practical discipline, 
because they are ideal examples of occasional praxis-related theological reflection, 
spawned by the controversies and needs of his Methodist people. 
IV. RENEWING WESLEY'S MODEL IN THE WESLEYAN TRADITION 
So what might twentieth-century descendants of that original Methodist movement 
conclude from the discussion so far? One possibility would be to rethink Wesley's sta-
tus as a theologian. It has become almost obligatory for anyone writing on Wesley's 
theology to begin with an apology that he was not a "systematic theologian. " The 
implication usually derived from this is that Wesley's model of theological activity 
was second-rate, or even third-rate! 41 In light of the growing questions about the stan-
dard against which he was being judged and found wanting, a more positive estima-
tion of Wesley would seem possible. 
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But why even undertake such a reeva luation? Several possible motives come to 
mind : a desire for historical accuracy, the hope of renewing appreciation for doctrinal 
reflec tion in Methodist circles, or even a partisan ambition to reverse the tables and 
champion Wesley (or Methodism) against those traditions in which systematic theol-
ogy has been more common. However one assesses these possibilities , I would sug-
ges t that something more fundamental is at stake. 
We face a dire need for reintegra ting the practice of theological reflec tion and 
activi ty into the life of the community of believers if we are to foste r authen tically 
Christian responses to the urgent problems of our times-including the problems of 
poverty and economic injustice. Recovered awareness of earlier approximations to 
such in tegration would provide both traditional warrant and instructive prototypes 
for addressing this presen t need. In other words, a renewed appreciation for Wesley's 
model of theological activity may be one of the contributions that our tradition can 
make to the current quest for a theology of the poor and marginalized, for it might 
encourage con temporary analogues. 
But if it is to have this effec t, then it surely must begin at home! In their concern to 
demonstrate that their theology was truly Protestant, Methodists largely abandoned 
Wesley's more "practical" Anglican style and forms of theological activity in the early 
nineteenth century, appropriating the scholastic style typical of continental Protestant 
theology. A striking symbol of this move was the publica tion of the first "compend" 
of Wesley's theology in 1825-to provide an abstract, comprehensive and systemati-
cally organized survey of his theological convictions! 3 This move distanced theologi-
cal reflection from praxis at both ends: from the situation and needs of the communi-
ty of believers which should spark authentic reflection , and from "first-order" theo-
logical activities th.at address this community. 
Thus, if we in the Wesleyan and Methodist traditions should seriously wish to 
co mmend Wesley'·s m odel of th eol ogical activi ty to the broader contemporary 
Christian community, then we must start by taking it more seriously ourselves. We 
must immerse ourselves in the life of the household of believers-including particu-
larly those usually excluded from influence- as deeply as we have been immersed in 
the academy. And we must devote more of our attention to the primal level of theo-
logical work, which is comprised by those activities which most directly form and 
re form Christian life in the world : i.e., construc ting liturgies, designing worship , 
expositing the creed , preparing catechisms, and so on.44 
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THE MOTIF OF REAL 
CHRISTIANITY IN THE 
WRITINGS OF jOHN WESLEY 
KE NETH j. COLLINS 
In 1963, on the 225th anniversary of John Wesley's Aldersgate experience-
an experience which many scholars mark as the Oxford don's evangelical con-
version-Albert Outler made the unsettling and largely unsupported claim that 
"Aldersgate was not the time when John Wesley became a 're<tl Christian. ' "1 
Likewise, and more recently, Theodore J ennings maintained not only that 
Wesley was a Christian prior to May 24, 1738, but that "nothing [had] changed 
with Aldersgate. 2 And Randy Maddox, for his part, repeatedly decried the "reign-
ing" standard interpretation of Aldersgate which has contended, among other 
things, that Wesley was converted in 1738 "from a pre-Christian moralist into a 
true Christian believer. "3 
What is truly remarkable about the preceding generalizations, beyond their 
forcefulness , is that they have not been substantiated by a cautious, reasoned 
and historically sensitive examination of the motif of "real Christianity" in the 
writings of John Wesley-a motif which is integral to any assessment of the spir-
itual trajectory of this eighteenth-century leader. Furthermore, not one of these 
scholars has considered, in any depth, Wesley's conception of "the faith of a ser-
vant" and the whole question of Christian assurance as they relate to this broad-
er motif. Indeed , the general, though erroneous , view among many Methodist 
scholars today seems to be that Wesley either abandoned the motif of rea l 
Christianity as he developed the distinction of the faith of a servant or else he 
reduced this motif so greatly as to include the latter. • In contrast to these 
assumptions, and also in order to offer an alternative perspective for historians 
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to co ns ide r , this p rese n t essay will track all o f t hese th emes j ust cited (real 
Christianity, the faith of a servant, and Christi an assurance) which fed in to John 
Wesley's mature conception of the Christian faith . Moreover , in order to display the 
subtle shifts of Wesley's thought over time, the essay will be divided into three major 
periods. Interestingly, what wi ll emerge fro m such labor should prove troubling to 
many popular beliefs, but it will , no doubt, further the debate among contemporary 
Methodist historians. 
I. SIGNIFICANT MODIFICATIONS IN THE THEME OF REAL CHRISTIAN ITY: 
1725 - 1747 
Even as a young man, John Wesley realized that grea t national churches, like the 
Church of England, though they insured the numerical predominance of a particular 
version of the faith , often left nominal Christianity in their wake. Indeed, fo r many in 
the eighteenth century, to be an English person was to be a Christian . However, as 
early as 1725 , the year in which Wesley clearly saw the end or goal of religion which 
is holiness , he challenged such glib assumptions among his compatriots and entrea ted 
J ohn Griffiths , fo r example, "to let me have the pleasure of making him a whole 
Christian , to which I knew he was at least half persuaded already."s And a few years 
later, in an important letter to his fa ther, Samuel, the young son complained that the 
bane of piety is "the company of good sort of men, lukewarm Christians (as they are 
called), persons that have a great concern for , but no sense of, religii5n."6 ot surpris-
ingly, during the year 1738 in which Wesley encountered a gracious and redemptive 
God, he exclaimed: "Oh how high and holy a thing Christianity is, and how widely 
distant from that (I know not what) is so ca\led .... "7 
So concerned was John Wesley with the idea of being a real Christian in his early 
years that he noted in retrospec t in 1739 that his reason for undertaking the arduous 
work of a missio11ary in Georgia as well as his subsequent visit to the Moravians at 
Herrnhut was his "desire to be a Christian. "8 But it was not until two years later that 
th e Methodist leader focused his thoughts on this topic by p roducing the sermon 
The A lmost Christian which he delivered before the venerable of Oxford at St. Mary's 
church. However, as will be apparent shortly, much of what Wesley had to say about 
"altogether Christians" in this homily was later modified . Nevertheless, the theme of 
real Christianity remained a vital one for him during this period as demonstrated by 
its repea ted emergence in his writings during the 1740s. ln 1747, for exampl e, 
Wesley cautioned against "that abundance of those who bear the name of Christians 
[who] put a part of religion for the whole- generally some outward work or form of 
worship ."9 
A. The Faith of a Servant 
In order to discern clearly th e subtle (and not so subtle) modifica tions which 
Wesley made in his understanding of real or true Christianity, it is necessary to con-
sider this motif against the backdrop of what Wesley called "the faith of a servant" 
and also in terms of his doc trine of assurance. Indeed, the reigning view in Wesley 
Studies today is tha t the Oxford do n bas ically put as ide the language of real 
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Christianity once he began to use the language of the faith of a servant. 10 However, 
this is a judgment which cannot be sustained by an appeal to the primary sources as 
this present essay will demonstrate. 
But first of all it must be asked , how did Wesley define the faith of a servant during 
the years 1725 to 1747? Remarkably, the exact phrase "the faith o(a servant" is not 
really developed during this initial period. Nevertheless , since Wesley later linked this 
phrase with a key distinction which he did indeed make at this time, namely, the dis-
tinction between the spirit of bondage and the spirit of adoption, this period does, 
after all , illuminate many of the characteristics of the faith of a servant. In particular, 
the identification of the "faith of a servant" with the "spirit of bondage" is revealed in 
the sermon, The Discoveries of Faith, produced in 1788. In it, Wesley observes: 
Exhort him to press on by all possible means, till he passes 'from faith to faith'; 
from the faith of a servant to the faith of a son; from the spirit of bondage unto 
fear, to the spirit of childlike love. 11 
What then are the traits of the spirit of bondage displayed in the homily The Spirit 
of Bondage and of Adoption and which were later identified with the faith of a servant? 
Those under a spirit of bondage, Wesley argues, feel sorrow and refnorse; they fear 
dea th , the devil, and humanity; they desire to break free from the chains of sin, but 
cannot, and their cry of despair is typified by the Pauline expression : "O wretched 
man that I am , who shall deliver me from the body of this death? "12 In fact, in this ser-
mon Wesley specifica lly identifies "this whole struggle of one who is 'under the law' " 
with the spirit of fiondage and with the spiritual and psychological dynamics of the 
seventh chapter of Romans. 13 More to the point, these traits just cited are hardly the 
attributes which constitute rea l Christianity acco rding to J ohn Wesley since he 
defined true Christians, at the very least, as those who believe in Christ such that "sin 
hath no more dominion over him."1• 
B. The Doctrine of Assurance 
In Wesley Studies today, it is well known that when John Wesley was under the 
strong influence of the English Moravians , he closely identified justifying faith with 
full assurance. 15 However, by the summer of 1740, he began to realize that there are 
both degrees of faith and degrees of assurance and that a child of God may exercise 
justifying faith which is mixed wi th both doubt and fear. 16 Nevertheless , a second 
issue, which can be differentiated from the one just cited, concerns the question of 
whether Wesley ever lowered or abandoned the standard of real Christianity in light 
of his newly articulated distinctions. This time, however, the question will be consid-
ered not with respec t to the spirit of bondage, and its implications, but with respect to 
the whole matter of assurance. 
On the one hand , the initial answer to this question must be "yes" since Wesley 
obviously modified his earlier erroneous views in two key respects: First of all, the 
English Moravians, who exercised a strong, early influence on Wesley, propounded a 
view of redemption which, according to Heitzenrater , "essentially equated conversion 
wi th perfection. "17 In time, however, Wesley distinguished freedom from sin in terms 
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of its guilt, power and being, and thereby repudiated the Moravian doctrine on this 
score. '8 Simply put, for Wesley, redemption or initial sanctifica tion entailed freedom 
from the guilt (justification) and power (regeneration) of sin, but not freedom from 
its being (entire sanctification). In o ther words, the carna l nature or inbred sin 
remained even in the children of God . 
Second, and more importantly for the task at hand, Wesley likewise modified his 
earlier view which had associated full assurance with justifying faith as just noted 
above. Indeed, a little more than a year after he began the practice of field preaching, 
Wesley conceived the doctrine of justification by faith no longer in terms of full assur-
ance but in terms of a measure of assurance. But is this qualified assurance, occasion-
ally marked by doubt and fear , necessary for redemption, for what constitutes real 
Christianity? Here the picture becomes somewhat complicated. For example, at the 
first Methodist conference in 1744 it was affirmed by all present that "all true 
Christians have such a faith as implies an assurance of God's love."'9 However, by the 
time of the next conference in 1745 the question was reconsidered and a slightly dif-
ferent answer was offered. Wesley wrote: 
Q. Is a sense of God's pardoning love absolutely necessary to our being in his 
favor? Or may there be some exempt cases? 
A. We dare not say there are not. 
Q. Is it necessary to inward and outward holiness? 
A. We incline to think it is. 20 
In a similar vein , the conference Minutes of 1747 noted that there may be exempt 
cases, that justifP.ng faith may not always be accompanied by a measure of assurance. 
But the conferenc·e then offered this caution: "It is dangerous to ground a general doc-
trine on a few particular experiments. "21 In addition, although this conference, like 
the one in 1745, recognized that there are, after all , exceptional cases, it nevertheless 
clarified its meaning and affirmed: "But this we know, if Christ is not revealed in 
them [by the Holy Spirit], they are not yet Christian believers. "22 In fact , in 174 7, 
Wesley, for the most part, still identified the assurance that one's sins are forgiven as a 
vital ingredient of the proper Christian faith. Thus, for example, in a revealing letter 
to his brother Charles, written a month after the 174 7 conference, John illustrates his 
doctrine of assurance by pointing out: "(l) that there is such an explicit assurance; 
(2) that it is the common privilege of real Christians; (3) that it is the proper Christian 
faith, which purifieth the heart and overcometh the world. "23 In other words , the 
observation that there are exceptions to Wesley's normal association of justification 
by faith and a measure of assurance is accurate; however , that he identified this faith 
which lacks the witness of the Spirit with real , proper Christianity is not. The distinc-
tion is important. 
II . THE THEME OF REAL CHRISTIANITY DEVELOPED: 1748 - 1770 
His torically speaking , J ohn W esley's preoccupation with the theme of real 
Christianity was undoubtedly reminiscent of the work of Johann Arndt and of such 
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early German pietists as Spener and Francke. Arndt, for instance, had highlighted the 
themes of personal reform, the repudiation of stale intellectualism, criticism of doctri-
nal provincialism, and the importance of sanctification more than a century prior to 
Wesley in his Wahres Christenthum (True Christianity), a work which the latter saw 
fit to include in the first volume of his Christian Library in 1749.14 In particular, 
observe the opening lines of Arndt's work and the emphasis which. they place on the 
practice of the Christian life. 
Dear Christian reader, that the holy Gospel is subjected, in our time, to great 
and shameful abuse is fully proved by the impenitent life of the ungodly who 
praise Christ and his word with their mouths and yet lead an unchristian life 
that is like that of persons who dwell in heathendom, not in the Christian 
world. 25 
In a similar fashion, Wesley cautioned against nominal or "mouth Christians" and 
was not above sarcasm as evidenced by the following account which appeared in his 
journal during the year 1755: 
One spent the evening with us who is accounted both a sensible a religious 
man. What a proof of the Fall! Even with all the advantages of a hberal educa-
tion , this person, I will be bold to say, knows just as much of heart religion, of 
scriptural Christianity, the religion of love, as a child three years old of algebra. 26 
Nevertheless , the major emphasis of Wesley during this middle period as he devel-
oped the motif of ;-eal Christianity was his insistence, to the consternation of some of 
his Anglican peers , that a Christi.an "while he keepeth himself.. .doth not commit 
si.n."27 Accordingly, in his sermons The Marks of the New Birth and The Great Privilege 
of Those Who are Born of God, both produced in 1748, Wesley refused to depreciate 
this standard of teaching. In the former piece, for instance, he reasoned that "an 
immediate and constant fruit of this faith whereby we are born of God .. .is power over 
sin: power over outward sin of every kind .... " And in the latter sermon he declared: 
"But whosoever is born of God, while he abideth in faith and love and in the spirit of 
prayer and thanksgiving, not only doth not, but cannot thus commit sin ... he cannot 
voluntarily transgress any command of God. "29 
Two other emphases are also of interest during this period: First , during the 
decade of the 1760s Wesley, on two occasions, reflected back on his Oxford days and 
stated not only that the very design of the Oxford Methodists was "to forward each 
other in true, scriptural Christianity,"30 but he also revealed, to use his own words, 
that "when I was at Oxford, I never was afraid of any but the almost Christians. "31 
Second, the distinction between nominal and real Christianity was beginning to take 
on a paradigmatic flavor such that Wesley now began to speak not only of half 
Christians but also of half Methodists! Note his comments to Lady Maxwell in 1764: 
And I entreat you do not regard the half-Methodists-If we must use the name. 
Do not mind them who endeavour to hold Christ in one hand and the world in 
the other. I want you to be all a Christian .. .. 32 
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A. The Faith of a Servant 
Interestingly enough , it was not until this second period that the exact phrase "the 
faith of a servant" was explored in any significant detail. ln 1754, for example, in his 
Explanatory Notes upon the New Testament, Wesley defines the faith of a servant in 
terms of the spirit of bondage and fear that cleaved to the old covenant.33 Elsewhere 
he associates the phrase with those who "fear God and worketh righteousness" as in 
his commentary on Acts 10:35.34 However, this latter usage makes clear that the faith 
of a servant was conceived in a very general way by the English leader and included 
all those believers of whatever religious tradition who endeavored to worship God 
according to the light and grace which they had. Wesley explains: 
But in every nation he that feareth God and worketh righteousness ... is accepted of 
him-through Christ, though he knows him not ... . He is in the favour of God, 
whether enjoying his written word and ordinances or not. 3' 
Continuing this line of thought, since those who fear God and work righteousness 
are accepted even though they may be ignorant of Christ, the Holy Scriptures, and the 
sacraments, this demonstrates that such acceptance is not indicative of the real, prop-
er Christian faith, as is often supposed, but instead is an important implication of 
Wesley's doctrine of prevenient grace which is both universal and Christologically 
based. 36 ln fact , in this same commentary, but this time on the book of Romans , 
Wesley cautions his readers and affirms that "real Christians have not the spirit of 
bondage."37 Moreover , his letters to Ann Bolton in 1768 and in 1770 illustrate the 
notion that the faith of a servant, though earnest and virtuous, falls far short of the 
promises which pertain to all real Christians. "l am glad you are still waiting for the 
kingdom of God," Wesley writes to Ms. Bolton in 1770, "although as yet you are rather 
in the state of a 5ervant than of a child. "38 ln short, the acceptance of those who fear 
God and work must not be confused with the status of the proper 
Christian faith. 
B. The Doctrine of Assurance 
ln his correspondence to Richard Tompson during 1755, Wesley clarified his doc-
trine of assurance in two key respects: on the one hand, he argued that there is an 
intermediate state between a child of the devil and a child of God and that those who 
are not assured that their sins are forgiven may have a degree of faith and, therefore, 
may be admitted to the Lord's Supper. 39 On the other hand, Wesley continued to 
emphasize the importance of assurance for the Christian faith and asserted: "But still I 
believe the proper Ch1istia11 faith which purifies the heart implies such a conviction. "10 
Indeed, in this same piece Wesley pointed out with regard to assurance that "the 
whole Christian Church in the first centuries enjoyed it. "41 And again he exclaimed: 
"If that knowledge were destroyed, or wholly withdrawn, I could not then say, I had 
Christian faith. "42 
Moreover , Wesley's subsequent letters to Richard Tompson the next year con-
tained even further clarification on this topic and one significant , though seldom 
understood, exception. Concerning this last point, Wesley admitted to Mr. Tompson 
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on February 18, 1756, in a way reminiscent of the 174 7 conference, that one may be 
in a state of justification and yet lack assurance. Thus, when the Oxford don posed 
the question in his letter, "Can a man who has not a clear assurance that his sins are 
forgiven be in a state of justification?" he replied, "I believe there are some instances 
of it. "H However, it was not until much later that Wesley indicated the reason for this 
exception. In a letter to Dr. Rutherforth in 1768, Wesley elaborates: 
Yet I do not affirm there are no exceptions to this general rule [of the associa-
tion of a measure of assurance with justification]. Possibly some may be in the 
favour of God, and yet go mourning all the day long. But I believe this is usually 
owing either to disorder of body or ignorance of the gospel promises. +i 
Two issues need to be separated here which are often confused by contemporary 
scholars. On the one hand, the elderly Wesley still did not identify nor confuse the 
faith of a servant, and its measure of acceptance, with the assurance that one's sins are 
forgiven; since being under "the spirit of bondage," a servant, properly speaking, lacks 
justifying faith. On the other hand, the Methodist leader recognized that in some 
exceptional cases those who are justified and regenerated (and hence children of 
God) may lack an assurance that their sins are forgiven due to either ignorance or 
bodily disorder!5 However, in this second instance, since these believers are justified, 
they are more suitably referred to not as servants, but as the sons and daughters of 
God. Put another way, all servants lack assurance and are under a spirit of bondage, 
but not all who lack assurance are thereby servants, nor are they all under a spirit of 
bondage. There a.re, after all, exempt cases. Consequently, Wesley's mature designa-
tion of his own fai th as that of a servant prior to May 1738 is much more revealing 
than many scholars have imagined. 
III . THE MOTIF OF REAL CHRISTIANITY RESPLENDENT: 1771-1791 
It is well known among Methodist historians that when john Wesley was en route 
to Georgia aboard the Simmonds the powerful Atlantic storms revealed to the young 
aspiring missionary his fear of death. What has been less noticed, however, is that it 
was precisely the mature Wesley who continued to identify fearlessness in the face of 
death with being a real Christian. Onjune 8, 1773, for example, Wesley wrote to Ms. 
Cummins in the fo llowing fashion: 
0 make haste! Be a Christian, a real Bible Christian now! You may say, 'Nay, 1 
am a Christian already. ' I fear not. (See how freely I speak.) A Christian is not 
afraid to die. Are not you? Do you desire to depart and to be with Christ?46 
So then, if the elderly Wesley affirmed in 1773 that a real Christian is one who is 
not afraid to die , then what does that make him while he was in Georgia? The impli-
cation is clear. 
Yet another characteristic of real Christianity which Wesley developed during this 
last period was that of "[having] the mind which was in Christ and [walking) as He 
walked."47 Real Christians, in other words, are those whose inward (and outward) 
lives have been transformed by the bountiful grace of God. "Unless they have new 
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senses, ideas, passions, [and] tempers ," Wesley counsels , "they are no Christians. "'8 
Unfortunately, on the other hand, "English Christians in general," Wesley wryly notes 
in 1776, "know no more of Christian salvation [and hence of this inner transforma-
tion] than Mahometans or heathens. "49 
Beyond this, during the decade of the 1780s Wesley continued to highlight the dis-
tinction between nominal and real Christians, and pointed out in his sermon, The 
New Creation that the former "have the form of godliness without the power. '"0 
Moreover, as in an earli er period, he once again reflected back on the Oxford 
Methodists and avowed that their design was nothing less than to be "Bible 
Christians,'"1 that their goal was above all to help each other to be "real Christians." 52 
But perhaps the most noteworthy accent during this late interval of Wesley's life was 
his strong identification of real , scriptural Christianity with the new birth and, there-
fore, with all the m arks of the new birth-like faith , hope and love-as well. 
Accordingly, in his sermon, Walking by Sight and Walking by Faith Wesley proclaims: 
How short is this description of real Christians! And yet how exceeding full! It com-
prehends, it sums up, the whole experience of those that are truly such, from the 
time they are born of God till they remove into Abraham's bosom. For who are the 
'we' that are here spoken of? All that are true Christian believers. I say 'Christian,' 
not '.Jewish' believers. All that are not only servants but children of God.53 
And a year later, in 1789, Wesley's strong identification of real Christianity with 
regeneration, with the children of God, is again unmistakable. "How great a thing it is 
to be a Christian, "he declares in his sermon On a Single Eye , "to be a real, inward, 
scriptural Christian! Conformed in heart and life to the will of God! Who is sufficient 
for these things? tJone, unless he be born of God."'' 
A. The Faith of a Servant 
In a letter to Alexander Knox during 1777, Wesley, once again, clearly articulates 
an intermediate state between a child of God and a child of the devil, namely, a ser-
vant of God. 55 "You are not yet a son," Wesley advises Mr. Knox, "but you are a ser-
vant; and you are waiting for the Spirit of adoption . "56 Similarly, in his sermon On 
Faith, written in 1788, the Methodist leader displays what properly constitutes the 
difference between a servant and a child of God: "He that believeth as a child of God 
'hath the witness in himself.' This the servant hath not. "57 As in the preceding period, 
Wesley contends that he or she who is a servant of God, who "feareth God and wor-
keth righteousness ," is accepted of God even now, although he now states much more 
pointedly that they are accepted to a degree as illustrated in his sermon On Friendship 
with the World, produced in 1786: 
Those on the contrary 'are of God' who love God, or at least fear him, and keep 
his commandments. This is the lowest character of those that 'are of God,' who 
are not properly sons, but servants. 58 
To be sure, in his early ministry, john Wesley had not fully appreciated the notion 
that those who fear God and work righteousness are indeed accepted of him, and 
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because of this failure in understanding, he and his brother caused great harm among 
those who were attentive to the early Methodist preaching. And in 1788, reflecting on 
this unfortunate situation, Wesley confessed: 
Indeed nearly fifty years ago, when the preachers commonly called Methodists 
began to preach that grand scriptural doctrine, salvation by faith, they were not 
sufficiently apprised of the difference between a servant and a child of God. 
They did not clearly understand that even one 'who feared God, and worketh 
righteousness', is accepted of him. 59 
That Wesley in 1788 (and much earlier) had a greater appreciation of the faith of those 
"who feared God and worked righteousness" is clear, but this last point of acceptance must, 
once again, not be mistaken for justification or with being a real Christian which is quite a 
different matter. Observe that the Oxonian holds two ideas together: on the one hand, he or 
she who fears God is not a rank unbeliever, but on the other hand, "One that fears God is 
[still] waiting for His salvation."60 In other words, though the servants of God lack the 
proper Christian faith-and hence cannot enjoy the privileges of the sons and daughters of 
God-they yet have a measure of faith which, as noted earlier, arises from the prevenient 
and convincing grace which precedes it, and are for that reason not kl be discouraged. 
Consequently, Wesley's seasoned and relatively favorable estimation of the faith of a servant 
probably emerged from his consideration that such a faith, in the normal course of spiritual 
development, would in time become the faith of a son. In fact, in his sermon On Faith, 
Wesley highlights just such a consideration: 
And, indeed, -unless the servants of God halt by the way , they will receive the 
adoption of sons. They will receive the faith of the children of God by his reveal-
ing his only-begotten Son in their hearts .... And whosoever hath this, the Spirit 
of God witnesseth with his spirit that he is a child of God.6 ' 
Likewise, Wesley's appreciation of a degree of acceptance and his exhortation to 
the servants of God to improve the rich grace of God is revealed in a homily produced 
in 1788, On the Discoveiies of Faith, in which Wesley counsels: 
Whoever has attained this, the faith of a servant. . .in consequence of which he is 
in a degree (as the Apostle observes), 'accepted with him' ... Nevertheless he 
should be exhorted not to stop there; not to rest till he attains the adoption of 
sons; till he obeys out of love, which is the privilege of all the children of God. 62 
Simply put, the faith of a servant of God is valued not only for the measure of faith 
that it is , but also for what it will soon become: the qualitatively different faith of a 
child of God. 
The Doctrine of Assurance 
By 1771 , Wesley had distinguished full assurance, which excludes doubt and fear , 
from initial assurance which does not;63 he had come to a greater appreciation of the 
faith of a servant and its degree of acceptance; and he had realized that in exceptional 
cases one may even be justified and yet lack assurance due to either ignorance of the 
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gospel promises or due to bodily disorder. Neverthe less, the theme which Wesley 
chose to develop during this last period of his life was none other than a strong iden-
tification of assurance with the proper (real) Christian faith . To illustrate, in his ser-
mon On the Trinity Wesley declares: 
But I know not how anyone can be a Christian believer till 'he hath (as St. john 
speaks) 'the witness in himself; till 'the Spirit of God witnesses with his spirit 
'that he is a child of God'-that is , in effect, till God the Holy Ghost witnesses 
that God the Father has accepted him through the merits of the Son .. .. 64 
Similarly, in January 1787, Wesley acknowledged that "To believe Christ gave 
Himself for me is the faith of a Christian ,"65 and a year later he not only once again 
clarified the distinction between the faith of a servant and that of a son, but he also 
maintained that assurance is an integral component of the proper Christian faith. In 
his sermon, On Faith, Wesley reasons: 
Thus the faith of a child is properly and directly a divine conviction whereby 
every child of God is enabled to testify, 'The life that I now live, I live by faith in 
the son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me.' And whosoever hath 
this , the Spirit of God witnesseth with his spirit that he is a child of God.66 
Even more significantly, there is nothing in Wesley's often-quoted letter to Melville 
Horne in 1788 which detracts from this identification and emphasis. Thus, in this 
correspondence, Wesley maintains that the servants of God who lack assurance are 
not thereby condemned, a commonplace by now, but he then goes on to assert-and 
this is what has been missed by current scholarship-that "we preach assurance as we 
always did , as a common privilege of the children of God .... "67 
IV. SOME CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 
For the sake of greater clarity and also in order to display the comprehensive view 
which emerges from this brief study of the motif of real Christianity in the writings of 
john Wesley, the following theses are offered for consideration: 
Theses Relevant to Future Discussions 
I. The Faith of a Servant 
A.) Wesley specifically identified the faith of a servant with the spirit of bondage. 
1.) The characteristics of the spirit of bondage are sorrow and remorse; 
fear of God, death, the devil, and humanity; and the desire, but not the 
ability, to break free from the chains of sin. 
B.) The faith of a servant lacks assurance (the witness of the Spirit) . 
C.) Though Wesley eventually came to realize that the faith of a servant involves a 
degree of acceptance, such faith does not constitute justifying faith (See thesis # II.B. l 
below) . 
D.) Wesley taught that the faith of a servant, in the normal course of spiritual 
development, should in time become the faith of a son or daughter of God. 
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II . Assurance 
A.) By the summer of 1740, Wesley realized that justifying faith does not imply full 
assurance since it is often marked by both doubt and fear. 
B.) At least by 1747 (and possibly as early as 1745) , Wesley maintained that assur-
ance does not always accompany justifying faith . Nevertheless, he repeatedly affirmed 
that assurance is the common privilege of the children of God. 
1.) ln 1768, Wesley reasoned that the exceptions to the normal associa-
tion of justifying faith and assurance are usually the result of bodily 
disorder or of ignorance of the gospel promises. However, since these 
believers are both justified and regenerated, they are more suitably 
referred to not as servants, but as the sons and daughters of God. 
Therefore: 
C.) All servants lack assurance and are under a spirit of bondage, but not all who 
lack assurance are thereby servants nor are they all under a spirit of bondage. There 
are, after all, exceptional cases. 
III. Real Christianity 
A.) Wesley developed the motif of real Christianity from the time he saw the goal 
of religion in 1725 until his death in 1791. 
B.) At its minimum, real Christianity entails regeneration (and therefore freedom 
from the power of sin), as one of its principal characteristics. In fact, it was precisely 
the mature Wesley who stressed this identification in his sermons Walking by Sight 
and Walking by Faith (1788) and On a Single Eye (1789). 
C.) Since Wesiey taught that justification occurs simultaneously with regeneration 
(although they can be distinguished logically), then real Christianity must also entail 
justification by faith (and therefore freedom from the guilt of sin). 
D.) In almost every instance where the mature Wesley employed the phrases "real 
Christianity" or "proper Christianity" or "Scriptural Christianity" he was referring to 
the theological complex of justification and regeneration by faith and a measure of 
assurance. In other words, the Methodist leader almost never identified a faith which 
lacks assurance (the faith of a servant) with the real, proper Christian faith. 
E.) By his own definition, then, Aldersgate was the time when john Wesley 
became a real Christian. 
Given the preceding evidence which has been carefully culled from Wesley's entire 
literary corpus, recent-and some not so recent-pronouncements on the subject of 
Wesley's understanding of the motif of real Christianity as well as the value he placed 
on his Aldersgate experience in light of this motif must now be reassessed by the 
scholarly community. Indeed, since the elderly Wesley continually defined real 
Christianity in terms of justification, regeneration, and a measure of assurance, then 
his Aldersgate experience, contrary to Albert Outler, must now be viewed as the time 
when the Oxonian became a real, true, scriptural Christian. In fact, even if Aldersgate 
is simply deemed the time when the last piece of the puzzle, so to speak, was put in 
place, namely, assurance, as Maddox and others seem to suggest,68 the conclusion 
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remains the same: that is , May 24, 1738, was the time when john Wesley had the 
faith , not of a servant, but of a son; when he had the faith , in other words, of one who 
had finall y entered into "the kingdom of God. "69 
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jORGEN MOLTMANN: 
THE COMFORT AND 
CHALLENGE OF 
OPEN FRIENDSHIP 
STEPHEN RHODES 
In his little book, Experiences of God, Jurgen Moltmann tells the story of how he 
became a Christian near the end of World War II . After being captured by the British 
in 1945, he was in prison camps in Belgium and Britain for over three years. During 
that time, he was forced to reckon with the horrors of Auschwitz and the other crimes 
of his nation, while at the same time dealing with the "death of all mainstays that 
had sustained my life up to then."' He had not been raised as a Christian, and when 
an army chaplain gave him a New Testament (with Psalms), his first reaction was to 
scoff. 
Nevertheless, the Psalms, in particular, helped him to voice his own suffering and 
to discover God's presence in it. Moltmann describes his coming to faith as a pro-
found mystery grounded in "a hope for which there was no evidence at all." ' 
However, the Bible and the little chapel in the center of the camp were important 
signs of that hope-symbols to which he could return again and again. 
Out of this foundational experience of God, Moltmann came to an acute awareness 
of the importance of hope for human existence. His comments about the nature of 
this hope are pivotal for understanding the whole of his theological writing since that 
time: 
This experience of not sinking into the abyss but of being held up from afar was 
the beginning of a clear hope, without which it is impossible to live at all . At the 
same time, even this hope cut two ways: on the one hand it provided the 
strength to get up again after every inward or outward defeat; on the other hand 
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it made the soul rub itself raw on the barbed wire, making it impossible to settle 
down in captivity or come to terms with it.3 
HOPE AS COMFORT AND CHALLE GE 
Both the content and method of Moltmann's theology are profoundly shaped by this 
two-edged hope that lies at the center of Christian faith. The content of his theology has 
always had two foci. On the one hand, Christians and the church are called and, indeed, 
drawn into a transformative life that rubs raw against the realities of evil and suffering in 
our world. Yet, on the other hand, the people of God continually draw comfort and confi-
dence from Jesus Christ who is already the first-fruits of the new creation. 
This second aspect is sometimes missed by Moltmann's critics who, from time to time, 
accuse him of emphasizing change at the expense of constancy or becoming at the cost of 
being. In fact, however, Moltmann's entire theological work hinges upon his and the 
church's confidence that the New Testament is right when it asserts that Jesus Christ is 
already the Lord of existence. Change and redemption are possible only because of this 
fixed assurance about who God is towards us and our world. 
Moltrnann's method for doing theology is likewise reflective of the double-edged nature 
of Christian hope. When he turns to classical sources of Christian faith , such as the doc-
trine of the Trinity, he seeks to show how such a doctrine offers profound comfort to those 
who feel that God is far removed from the horrendous suffering associated with modem 
totalitarian states and technocracies. evertheless, when he affirms Godrs depth experience 
of suffering, he goes on to assert that this suffering of God is the most powerful impetus for 
social transformation and reform. Likewise, in his studies of contemporary thinkers as 
diverse as Jewish mystics and neo-Marxists, he finds the signs and shape of God's redemp-
tive activity in modern history. Invariably, Moltmann uses these thinkers to assure 
Christians that Gbd is still coming to our broken world offering us hope. At the same time, 
he challenges to resist the notion that the current world order must necessarily 
continue with its "business as usual" cycle of violence and emptiness. 
Thus, in method and content, Moltmann's theology understands God's love for all of 
creation to be fundamentally the basis for both comforting assurance and bold challenges to 
the status quo. This double emphasis helps to explain why Moltmann's writings seem 
serendipitously encyclopedic, if not at times eclectic. For where previous theologians 
attempted to write systematically, Molunann has sought to demonstrate the profound rele-
vance of Christian faith to the rapidly shifting landscape of our global village. In the face of 
a continuing sense of despair and disempowerment among modem people, he has shown 
how deep within the Christian faith there is always an assuring and challenging Word. 
Molunann has written extensively upon a wide range of issues facing the modem world 
and church: movements for democracy and social justice, environmental ethics, church 
governance, and psychoanalysis, to name but a few. His theology has contributed in impor-
tant ways to the thinking of Latin American liberation theologians, the new openness 
between the churches of the East and of the West, and to improved relations between Jews 
and Christians. More than being simply a writer and thinker, he has worked aggressively in 
Germany for nuclear disarmament, supported the work of communities for the handi-
capped, and has been in the forefront of the ecumenical movement. 
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Two broad themes tie together the wide range of his writings and commitments: open-
ness and friendship. Each theme reveals much about how Moltmann understands the 
nature and activity of God in relation to our world. 
OPENNESS: MAKING ROOM FOR DIFFERENCE 
In the book that brought him early acclaim, Theology of Hope, Molfrnann makes a cen-
tral claim that runs through all of his writings: Hope in Jesus Christ reveals "the open pos-
sibilities of history."• The God who creates out of nothing and raises from the dead invests 
all of existence with possibilities for life. Thus, far from turning the church's attention away 
from the present life or human suffering, hope in Christ brings "to light how open all 
things are to the possibilities in which they can live and shall live."' More specifically, this 
means that in trusting the God of hope, people of faith are enabled to move beyond the 
expectations of the culture of sameness to love the "unlike, the unworthy, the worthless, 
the lost, the transient and the dead. "6 Where the world (and often the church) closes the 
doors to those who are different, God throws open the doors of hope and fellowship. 
Comfort is given to the lost, and a challenge, as well, to move beyond the cynicism that 
keeps the doors of history closed. · 
Thus, Moltmann repudiates the two closely allied notions that the future is simply an 
extension of the present and that stability in church and society requires a fundamental 
uniformity or sameness. The tendency in communities towards "like seeing like" runs 
counter to the whole thrust of the gospel, as does a similar view of history that simply 
expects more of the same, albeit in different costumes and hues. Nothing crushes or numbs 
people's hope more than a view of the world as unchangeable sameness. Ironically, many 
church people, al;ng with their secular counterparts, seek the supposed security of a sectar-
ian ghetto or seek to erase all distinctiveness in an assimilating religion based upon the low-
est common denominator. ' This descent into sameness contradicts the gospel because 
I In concrete terms, God is revealed in the cross of Christ who was abandoned by God. 
His grace is revealed in sinners. His righteousness is revealed in the unrighteous and 
in those without rights, and his gracious election in the damned.8 
In order to keep "like seeking like" from blinding us to hopeful openness, Moltrnann con-
tends that the gospel points us to seek ourselves also in what is different or opposite. For 
this is what God has done in the cross of Jesus Christ. 
At a time when ethnic and social groups around the world are retreating into themselves 
and Christian denominations are more resistant to ecumenism, Moltmann's theology of 
openness gives a reason for such groups to look outside themselves to find themselves and 
God. If God is made known in the different and opposite, the church "cannot consist of an 
assembly of like persons who mutually affirm each other, but must be constituted of unlike 
persons. "9 Indeed open fellowship with marginalized and devalued persons as well as with 
those who are simply different is a hallmark of Moltmann's ethics and particularly his doc-
trine of the church. 
A central characteristic of a church that is faithful to Christ is "open friendship. "ID By 
this, Moltriiann means that the church must be a community in which "public protection 
and public respect" are given to the poor, to tax-collectors and sinners.' ' Such friendship 
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cannot be only a private matter or one that remains at a level of superficial affection. 
Matthew 25 figures prominently in this conception of friendship and requires us not only 
to visit the least of the brothers and sisters but to recognize and respect the hidden presence 
of Christ in tl1ese persons. Those who are often rejected by society are not to be the objects 
of Christian service but must be understood as subjects in the kingdom of God and as those 
who are fellow members with Christ in that kingdom. 12 
A similar view characterizes his views on relations between Christians and Jews. The 
church must move not only beyond the crass fonns of anti-semitism of the past but also 
beyond more subtle and resilient notions that ilie church somehow replaces or supersedes 
Israel in the unfolding of God's plan for ilie redemption of ilie world. The religion iliat is 
different from Christianity is in fact a sister religion whose destiny is inextricable from iliat 
of ilie church. In being true to its calling, Judaism reminds Christianity iliat tl1e latter has 
not fulfilled its own mandates and iliat evidence of ilie Messiah's redemption of ilie world is 
far from convincing. By the same token, the church reminds Israel iliat reconciliation 
between God and ilie world is present reality wiiliout which true hope cannot be operable. 
Thus, ilie two religions "make each oilier jealous," and are "ilioms in each oilier's sides" in 
order to fulfill ilieir equally legitimate roles in God's plan of salvation. '3 Again, openness to 
iliat which is different is an essential place where followers of ilie gospel find ilie comfort 
and confidence iliey need for transformative discipleship in the modem world. 
A final example of openness in Moltmann's ilieology lies in ilie way he understands 
openness to creation or nature. He begins wiili ilie nature and activity of God as Failier, 
Son and Holy Spirit. He understands God's creative activity as God "cutdng God's self off 
from God's self' in order to "give God's self away to the beings God has created."" The 
Spirit, who "broods over ilie face of the waters" (Genesis 1:2) is God's presence wiili what 
God has previously made as God's other-different from God. 
Moltrnann borrows from ilie Jewish mystical notion of Zimsum to make this point more 
dramatically. '5 In creating ilie world, God makes a space wiiliin God's self for iliat which is 
oilier ilian God. anoilier way, God's love and respect for creation is so great iliat God 
makes room within God for what is different from God and for what is not yet as God 
intends it. Thus, iliis powerfully maternal conception of God becomes ilie basis for relating 
to nature wiili ilie same kind of open friendship we have seen before. Nature is not simply 
to be dismissed as inconsequential or secondary in God's plans. In its very "oiliemess" it is 
the place where God dwells and makes promises. either, however, is nature to be 
absorbed into God or God's purposes, nor into our visions of a nice orderly cosmos. Nature 
has an integrity-the status of partnership-of its own in God's plans for creation alongside 
ilie partnership attributed to humanity. 
FRIE DSHIP 
One can already. see in Moltrnann's concept of openness striking traces of ilie other 
important ilieme of friendship. For openness to the different "oilier" is an essential precon-
dition for friendship. When we move to ilie specific realm of friendship, however, openness 
takes ilie fonn of love-a love iliat is characterized by partnership and empailiy. 
Perhaps nowhere does Moltrnann ground his eiliics and understanding of ilie church 
more clearly in ilie nature of God ilian he does wiili regard to friendship. For it is loving 
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friendship that is most characteristic of God in relation to us as well as in relation to God's 
self And, it is friendship that Moltmann describes as the fullest expression of our right-
relatedness to God. 16 Therefore, to describe the friendship Christians are called into, we 
must first describe the friendship of the Trinitarian God. 
It is in the very nature of God to be self-differentiated as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 
God is, therefore, fundamentally a relational being. To those who are disturbed by how God 
can be both "three" and "one," Moltmann answers that the key to this mystery is friendship 
within God. That is to say, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are unified--0ne- in the 
love that animates the life of God. Yes, as the ancient church has taught us, God is one in 
substance, but equally important, God is one in the unity of love among the three Persons 
of the Trinity. 17 How do we know this? We know this through Jesus Christ who, while 
"equal with God" (Philippians 2:6), was nevertheless a distinct subject who chose to obey 
the Father in bearing God's friendship to the world. Jesus Christ is God the Son, not God 
the Father. Nonetheless, the two are one in the love, or friendship, which unites them. The 
same can be said of the relationship that exists between the Holy Spirit and the Father and 
the Son. 
Moltmann is struck by how the three Persons of the Trinity can be cljstinct subjects and 
yet one without lapsing into the domination by one subject of the other two or without fly-
ing apart in three different directions. For after all, this is what often happens in human 
relationships and social arrangements. Either our distinctions drive a wedge between us or 
an oppressive oneness suppresses our distinctions--0ne party must rule and one way of 
thinking must dominate. 
In the case of aomination by oneness, a Trinitarian theology that emphasizes the domi-
nance of the Father over the Son and Holy Spirit will be aligned with a similar view of 
human relationships. For example, in such a view of church governance, one God rules 
over one Christ who rules over one bishop, who rules over one priest, who, in turn, rules 
over one congregation. In politics, one God rules over one Christ, who rules over one king, 
who rules over one empire. In families , one God rules over one Christ who rules over one 
man, who rules over one woman, who, in turn, rules over the children. 18 
While political thinkers in the modern West do not often appeal to the divine right of 
kings anymore, the monolithic and hierarchical view of God continues to have power in a 
number of modem Christian understandings of church and family. Moreover, while politi-
cians rarely appeal explicitly to the authority of an undifferentiated and dominating God, it 
is clear that such a God would describe the role played by party or personality in many 
modem political systems. 
If, by contrast, the unity of the Trinitarian Persons is understood as the dynamic love 
that flows between and out of three distinct and equal subjects, then a markedly different 
vision of human relationships is possible. False or forced uniformity is out of the question 
and domination is replaced by partnership. For this reason Moltmann advocates a political 
system of democratic socialism because it lifts up a vision of political beings who freely 
choose to serve each other in order to support the common good. For the same reason, he 
is an antifederalist, wanting to decentralize government in order to encourage a greater 
sense of ownership and participation by grassroots citizens. 
Likewise, regarding the church, Moltmann opposes hierarchical governance. Instead, he 
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emphasizes grassroots partnership and the church as a community of those who freely 
choose to live in mutual service to the world. He seems to suggest that Reformed churches 
add fellowship as a third essential mark of the church in addition to "the Word rightly pro-
claimed and sacraments rightly administered."'9 He makes similar arguments for families 
that are built around complementarity and equality as opposed to domination and hierar-
chy. 
But if Moltmann successfully blunts the danger of the monolithic, unitarian God, does 
he not, thereby, open the door to three gods going in three different directions? And, in 
emphasizing the distinctness of the divine subjects, does he not thereby contribute to the 
centrifugal "balkanization" of modem social life where the drive for independence destroys 
any shred of cooperation and understanding? 
First of all, it should be apparent from Moltmann's critique of domination by oneness 
that what he lifts up as an alternative is genuine "partnership" or "fellowship ," not disuni-
fied chaos. But second and more important, what keeps the Trinity-and redemptive 
human relationships--from flying apart is empathetic love. 
By virtue of their eternal love they (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) Live in one another 
to such an extent, and dwell in one another to such an extent, that they are one. It is 
a process of most perfect and intense empathy. Precisely through the personal char-
acteristics that distinguish them from one another, (they) dwell in one another and 
communicate life to one another. The very thing that divides thegi. becomes that 
which binds them together.20 
To Molunann, it is the capacity and willingness of God to enter fully into the life of the 
other that makes God able to love. Thus, for example, it is God's capacity for suffering that 
generates God's love whether among Father, Son and Holy Spirit, or in relation to creation. 
Far from pulling persons or social groups apart, this understanding of God envisions 
social relationships in which differences actually generate the energy of friendship . The love 
within and from the Trinitarian God is empathetic love. It is a love that is willing to enter 
fully into the life of the other. Thus, individuals and social groups are challenged to enter 
into conversation with each other in the same way the Christian has conversation with God 
in prayer. As friends of God, we are called, in mature prayer, not to beg, manipulate, or 
force God. Rather, we are invited to respect the other's freedom, to converse, and to share 
energies.21 By participating in each others' life, both parties are enriched. Out of this rich-
ness comes an overflowing or surplus of love which goes out into the world in search of 
fulfillment. This is the ultimate vision for human relationships that Moltmann derives from 
the Trinitarian God. 
CONCLUSION 
If people are to live in open friendship with each other, the cosmos, and God, then a 
strong hope must underlie this friendship . For, when love does flow out of redemptive 
friendship , it often meets resistance and despair. In order to have the courage necessary to 
face such obstacles, people of faith can only tum to the God who has gone before them in 
open friendship , who stands with them in their vulnerability and suffering, and who waits 
and works for the time when love will fill up all of creation. Until that time, for people of 
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faith , the friendship of God comforts and sustains us in every defeat. At the same time, 
' however, it causes us to strain against the barbed wire that holds creation captive to 
destructiveness and despair. 
This article first appeared in the Spring 1992 issue of the Memphis Theological Seminary 
journal. This article has been used with permission. · 
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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE 
VULNERABLE KIND: 
CHRISTIAN DIALOGICAL 
PROCLAMATION 
AMONG MUSLIMS 
A. H. M ATHIAS Z AHNISER 
Ted Hudson had just completed a very successful month of street witnessing 
in Rome.1 The unexpected interest of the Italians in the Gospel and its ability to 
transform them had strengthened Ted's confidence in openly about the 
Christian way of salvation. Now, a visit to Frankfurt, Germany, to see some old 
fri ends from his engineering school days afforded him a golden opportunity for 
sharing his faith-this time with a Muslim. But he was not prepared for the 
results. 
His friends had asked Ahmad Mustafa , an Iranian, to put Ted up in the extra 
bed in his l'Oom. Their rooming together provided the two young men a chance 
to engage in what became a nearly night-long discussion. Ahmad, in his mid-
thirties and away from wife , children and extended family for studies in Europe, 
was a humble man whose neat and clean appearance stood out-even in a coun-
try like Germany. Ahmad's love and loneliness for his family were matched only 
by his appreciation for his Islamic faith and the purity which it required. Both 
family and purity would dominate the long discussion between the two men and 
the significant events which occurred in its aftermath. 
When Ahmad, whose parents and parents-in-law had arranged his happy 
marriage to his cousin, spoke of family, he included all his relatives , most of 
whom lived in the same vicinity in Iran. Unlike Ted, Ahmad did not think of 
himself as an individual apart from his family-his life was an extension of his 
family unit . For him , the freedom from family, which Ted's individualism 
required of him, would have been a kind of death. To Ahmad family was sacred. 
A.H. Mathias Zahniser is the j ohn Wesley Beeson Professor of Christian Missio ns at Asbury 
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Ted shared with Ahmad the significance of his conversion to Christ and the excit-
ing events that resulted from his month of mission in Italy. Ahmad talked enthusiasti-
cally about Islam-which he was sure was the way to God. He particularly stressed 
that purity of mind and body were important to Islamic faith. Even though he was not 
well-informed about Islam, Ted felt that the Spirit helped him to explain to Ahmad 
the cleansing from sin and the inner purity that he had experienced in Christ. 
The next morning Ahmad related to Ted the details of a vivid dream he had during 
their short night's sleep. Clothed all in white , Ahmad found himself walking in a deep 
gutter with no way of escape. The harder he tried to avoid staining his white garments 
with the filth of the gutter, the more polluted they became. Overcome by his frustra-
tion , he went to the side of the gutter and wept. Suddenly a great torrent of water 
rushed over him leaving him on flat ground with his garments restored to a sparkling 
white. Relieved, but not yet feeling completely clean, he walked until he came to a 
river. Compelled by an inner demand, he waded into its current and lay down. 
Coming up out of the river, he felt completely clean inside and out. 
When Ahmad asked him what he thought of the dream, Ted read the story of 
Jesus' conversation with Nicodemus recorded in john's Gospel and all the other pas-
sages on baptism and the new birth that he could think of. Ted could tell that the 
Spirit was at work because Ahmad seemed to take the Bible readings and the dream as 
God speaking to him. Eventually, Ted asked Ahmad if he would consider becoming a 
Christian. Ahmad informed Ted that if he did become a family would 
treat him as though he were dead. 
Months later Ted would write, "I thought of the verses wherejesus talks about lov-
ing him more than his father and mother and began to realize the radical nature of 
what Christ was saying to the people of his day. " But he did not have the heart to 
recite these verses to Ahmad. 
Thoughts raced through Ted's head: If Ahmad were to convert, he would lose all 
that was sacred to him-the faith which had taught him the importance of purity and 
the family that was the joy of his life. Yet where else could he find the purity that 
Islam urged upon him but in Christ? Ahmad's family life seemed closer to God's 
design than Ted's own; and Ahmad's desire for purity and attempts to obtain it , 
though unfulfilled, seemed to Ted more respectable than his own. Yet he and not 
Ahmad had found cleansing from sin and inner satisfaction in Christ. Although Ted 
felt that Ahmad had been moved by the Spirit, he could not bring himself to quote 
any more verses or press Ahmad any further. 
Ted's experience with Ahmad, a devout Muslim, illustrates three crucial dimen-
sions of Christian witness among Muslims: (1) the importance of intimate dialogue, 
(2) the work of God's Spirit in prevenient grace, and (3) the role of vulnerability in 
being convincing. Taken together, these dimensions compose an approach or model 
for evangelism which I call , "close encounters of the vulnerable kind. " 
DIALOG I CAL PROCLAMATION 
Ted had spent a month in Italy proclaiming the Gospel; he had experienced the 
heady and holy joy of seeing people come to Christ through street witness. The 
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majority of these people had some kind of Christian background; and, as far as I 
know, none of the persons who accepted Christ in Italy were Muslims. Ahmad was a 
Muslim for whom becoming a Christian meant losing what he held most sacred-his 
family and his faith. 
Yet Ahmad would not have been facing these choices if it had not been for the wit-
ness of Ted-not through the proclamation of street witnessing, but through the inti-
macy of a long evening's conversation. Their experience fits Ruel Howe's well-known 
definition of dialogue: "the serious address and response between two or more per-
sons, in which the being and truth of each is confronted by the being and truth of the 
other. "2 The seriousness of the conversation between Ted and Ahmad can hardly be 
denied; it literally dealt with life and death matters. And both found themselves chal-
lenged by the life and faith of the other. 
Readers may contrast proclamation, the presentation of the claims of Christ so as 
to influence people to trust in Him for forgiveness and reconciliation with God, with 
inter-faith dialogue, a mere sharing of information about religion. Yet in the case of 
Ted and Ahmad, dialogue led to conviction of sin, if not to and incorpora-
tion into the body of Christ. Dialogue has a lot to commend it as an approach to the 
proclamation of the Gospel.3 
Dialogue and Understanding 
In a dialogical context Christians increase their understanding of Islam. Ted came 
to wish that he had known more about Islam than he did at the time of his dialogue 
with Ahmad; yet even if his proclamation had been better informed about Islam, had 
he not come to-understand the Islam of Ahmad through dialogue, his witness would 
have been far less effective. 
One of my very memorable experiences of learning about Islam occurred in 
Chicago where my students and I were listening to Muslims, questioning them, and 
sharing with them. I had read that Christians incorrectly compare Muhammad to 
Jesus and the Qur'an to the Bible. The Qur'an compares to Jesus in that both represent 
the primary focus of divine revelation .' I presented this idea to our hosts as follows: 
"It is my understanding that according to Christians, God reveals Himself in Jesus , 
while , according to Muslims, God reveals Himself in the Qur'an. " To my surprise, 
they all said, "No, God does not reveal Himself; in the Qur'an he reveals His will. " 
They went on to insist that God cannot be known because nothing analogous to Him 
exists in human experience on the basis of which humans could comprehend Him. 
Sometime later, immediately after speaking at a church in Michigan on Christian wit-
ness to Muslims, I was confronted by a bright young man with a serious objection to 
my conviction that Christians and Muslims worship the same God. I asked him how, 
since but one God exists, we could be worshiping different gods? He said, "But their 
concept of God is false ." "Muslims do have a different view of God," I replied , "but 
isn't it the same God that they claim to be speaking about? After all, Christians wor-
shiping in Arabic use the Arabic word Allah for God." "No," he insisted, "Muslims do 
not worship our God. " The next person I talked to was an Iranian former Muslim 
who had become a Christian. I told him about my previous conversation. "I think you 
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are right ," he sa id , "when I was a Muslim I loved and worshipped God; when I 
became a Christian I felt I lrnew him." What I had learned in dialogue proved true in 
experience: Muslims and Christians worship the same God; but through Christ God 
reveals Himself.' 
However much we may know about Islam in general, we cannot understand the 
faith of the specific Muslims to whom we would proclaim the Gospel unless we enter 
into intimate dialogue with them. 
Dialogue and Appreciation 
In dialogue with Ahmad, Ted not only increased in understanding his partner's 
faith, he also came to appreciate it deeply and the family solidarity which resulted 
from it. Dialogical interaction with Muslims bears fruit in deep appreciation for them 
and their faith on the part of Christian participants. For example, most of my students 
come from a Christian tradition like my own in which ritualism is generally frowned 
upon in favor of meaningful spontaneity. Yet, one of the most distinct changes in my 
students' view of Islam resulted from the m ere observation of the prayers which 
Muslims are required to perform in a carefully prescribed way five times a day. My 
students and I have come to appreciate Muslim piety and devotion almost to the point 
of envy. 
But there is another side to this appreciation. Christians' lack of appreciation for 
Muslim faith, practice and culture has hindered evangelism. Tom TrlJeman, an expe-
rienced Christian worker among Muslims, laments the fact that the missiological 
practices which have so greatly improved evangelistic effectiveness among tribal peo-
ples have only lately been introduced into Muslim mission practice. The practices to 
which he refers are based upon a high regard for the cultures of these peoples, where-
as Christian missipnaries to Muslims have typically undervalued Islam and Islamic 
culture, deeming it fa lse, superficial and shallow. In part because of this lack of appre-
ciation, Christian-Muslim relations have been characterized by fear, unfair criticism, 
inappropriate comparisons, arrogance, ridicule and violence. Trueman argues that 
missionaries who do not take seriously Muslim moral standards , manners , values, 
learning styles and leadership will not likely gain a hearing.6 
As Ted discovered in his conversation with Ahmad, dialogue uncovers the positive 
dimensions of Islam, increasing appreciation. And as he reflected later on his failure to 
lead Ahmad further toward conversion to Christ, Ted wished that he could have rec-
ommended to Ahmad a Christian community in Iran which expressed its faith and life 
in forms similar enough to those of Islam that Ahmad and his whole family would have 
been attracted to it. Ted wished that Ahmad could have been like those first Jewish 
Christians who gave their lives to Christ without having to renounce their culture. 
Such a reasonable alternative will never be realized until we come to appreciate lslam.7 
PREVENIE T GRACE AND THE WORK OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 
From the perspective of intimate dialogue, Ted became aware that the Holy Spirit 
had been at work in Ahmad's life preparing him for Ted's witness. Ted sensed the 
Spirit enabling his witness and discerned the work of the Spirit in Ahmad's response. 
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In a striking and obvious way, the Holy Spirit used Ahmad's dream and Ted's inter-
pretation (which, by the way, Ahmad had requested of him) to help Ahmad realize 
that true purity, while unattainable by human effort, could be experienced through 
the river of the new birth. 
In reflecting upon this memorable event several years later, Ted wrote, 
God was much more understanding of Ahmad and his desire to be cleaner than 
I was. I grew up in California and thought that Ahmad was a bit strange for all 
his worry about modesty and cleanliness. However, God was moving far beyond 
my level of understanding and was speaking to Ahmad directly.8 
I doubt that the Spirit would have worked in Ahmad so freely if it had not been for 
their intimate dialogue; and even if the Spirit had worked freely in Ahmad's experi-
ence, it is unlikely that Ted would ever have known it and been able to respond to it 
had he limited himself to street-witness proclamation. 
According to john Wesley, God is at work in the lives of all people to bring them 
to repentance and saving faith. 9 He called this action of God prior to salvation "preve-
nient" grace, or the grace that goes before. Given this prevenient gr:i-cious activity of 
God's spirit that goes on everywhere, it is foolish to proclaim the Gospel without first 
being sensitive to that activity among the people, or in the person, to whom we direct 
our witness. E. Stanley Jones , the missionary evangelist, calls the good things, the 
Christ-like light, scattered among the peoples of the world, "the very footprints of 
God. " He goes on to say, "Everywhere that the mind of man has been open, through 
the crevices of that mind the light of God has shown in. "'0 Proclamation without dia-
logue, then, will miss the rich fruit born of discerning the work that God is already 
doing in the life of those to whom evangelistic witness is directed. 
A startling example of prevenient grace emerged during a relatively brief dialogue 
in which I and some of my students were engaged with a small group of Jews. In the 
course of the discussion a young Jewess named Virginia asked me if I believed in 
proselytism. I said no that I did not and quoted what Jesus said about those who 
searched land and sea to make converts whom they turned into people twice the child 
of hell as themselves . Virginia replied impatiently, "No, no. Let's put it this way, 
would you like me to know Jesus? " I said, "Yes, Virginia; I would like you to know 
Jesus. Through Jesus I have come to know God, the most important reality in my life. 
There is no one I would not like to introduce to Jesus. " "That is proselytism," she 
snapped. "Then I am guilty as charged," I admitted. 
An orthodox Jew, whose name I have forgotten, then startled all of us by saying, 
"No , Virginia , I know what Matt means , for I too have come to know God through 
Jesus. " He went on to explain that he had washed dishes with a student at Garrett 
Seminary in Evanston, Illinois , for three years. "Jesus was so visible in that man's life ," 
he declared, "that it made me hungry for God." "If I had not had a rich Jewish her-
itage," he went on, "I would have become a Methodist. " 
As if we were not already adequately stunned by prevenient grace , Sylvan, a 
Reformed Jew in our circle, confessed, "I too have come to know God through Jesus. " 
He went on to explain that through reading about Jesus in the Gospel of john he 
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came to know God. He was unsure about Christian doctrines, such as the trinity and 
the incarnation, and had remained Jewish . But, by his own testimony, he had come to 
know God throughjesus.11 
Ted's experience with Ahmad has given us a taste of the potential fruit of these 
close encounters where dialogue and proclamation come together. But intimate dia-
logue in which we attempt, as Ted did, to proclaim the Gospel, also extracts a price 
from the witness. Because we accept the risk of opening ourselves to our partners in 
dialogue, and because we accept the task of confronting them with the challenge of 
Christ's claims upon their precious lives, these close encounters involve risk and vul-
nerability. 
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE VULNERABLE KIND 
Ted discovered his vulnerability to the faith and life of Ahmad in the course of 
their intimate dialogue. To be sure, Ted was able to bear witness to his own faith and 
to its transforming effect in his life. But he could not avoid the impact of Ahmad's 
deep personal quest for purity and the positive effect of Ahmad's faith on his family 
life. Furthermore, because the dialogue enabled Ted to get to know and admire 
Ahmad, he found it impossible to urge him to forsake faith and family even to receive 
from Christ the cleansing new birth that Ahmad's dream had promised. Thus, in dia-
logue we encounter two kinds of vulnerability. We experience both (1) the threat of 
being impacted by the faith and life of our partners in dialogue, and. (2) the pain of 
having to put them in a position of anxiety and suffering. Or, put another way, we 
recoil from the threat of being converted that is born of the openness which intimate 
dialogue requires; and we recoil from the threat which Christian conversion poses to 
our partners, because the intimacy of dialogue makes us feel it so keenly.12 
If Ted had encbuntered Ahmad on the street and offered the kind of street witness 
that had proven SQ fruitful among Italians, he would have avoided both kinds of vul-
nerability. But he would not have been the instrument of the Spirit's impact upon 
Ahmad that he was , and Ahmad would have been even less apt to accept the Gospel 
offer than he was. On the other hand, if Ted had avoided pressing upon Ahmad the 
claim that Christ could offer him the cleansing and purity of heart that his dream had 
promised, he would have avoided the pain of putting Ahmad in a position of anxiety 
and suffering. He could have avoided a lot of discomfort by satisfying himself with a 
friendly exchange of information about their two faiths . 
In other words, we can avoid vulnerability by avoiding the closeness of dialogue in 
the process of proclamation , and we can escape vulnerability by avoiding the 
encounter of proclamation in the process of dialogue. But if we allow ourselves to 
engage in a close encounter that embeds proclamation in dialogue, as Ted did, we can 
expect to experience the kind of vulnerability that Ted experienced. But we shall also 
discover , as Ted did, that God works with us through his Spirit in the process. After 
all , God took the way of vulnerability in reconciling the world to himself through 
Christ (Phil. 2:1-11 ; 2 Cor. 5:17-21) . In Christ, God subjected himself to the pain of 
human rejection and self-love. Through Christ, in love, God took upon himself the 
painful task of presenting human beings whom he loved with a choice between the 
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security of family and faith and the forgiveness, cleansing and wholeness that arrives 
when they give up all to follow him (Luke 14:25-27) . In a sense, God's mission of vul-
nerability can be summed up in the short verse we Sunday school scholars always 
used when a memorized verse was called for, "Jesus wept" Qohn 11 :35). 
From the safe distance afforded by proclamation without dialogue, we can, without 
any real discomfort to ourselves, insist on those radical claims· of our Lord which 
occasion a painful crisis of choice in our hearers. But unless we feel the kind of pain 
that made it hard for Ted to press these claims upon Ahmad, they are not likely to 
have much effect on a Muslim. Ted will learn by painful experience to press the radi-
cal claims of Jesus upon those partners in dialogue in whom he senses the Spirit at 
work. And they will take his message seriously because he will convey it in the same 
spirit that made it so hard to convey it to Ahmad. He will find in the Spirit of God the 
source of strength to accept those close encounters of the vulnerable kind which give 
the Spirit opportunity to engage his heart and the hearts of his partners in dialogue in 
the painful but liberating process of conviction O ohn 16:8). 13 
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AIDS AND THE WRATH 
OF GOD 
DAVID]. BAGGETT 
ls AIDS God's punishment or homosexuality? Yes, according to the confident 
claims or some Christians. For example, at least one notable Christian leader preaches 
this, and is by no means alone, concluding that the message God to homo-
sexuals through the affliction is that if "you do it, you die." Support for such a con-
tention is found in the traditional scriptural interpretation of homosexuality as a sin-
ful practice opposed to the will of God and deserving of judgment. Even Romans 1:27 
may be cited, which speaks of what happened to certain homosexuals as that which 
they deserved.. Essentially what this first option requires to account for the plague of 
AIDS today is the performance of a miracle of God, perhaps along the lines of Gordon 
Kaufmann's definition: "Any event which one finds himself led to interpret by refer-
ence to God's act rather than finite acts or causes (though not necessarily denying that 
such finite agency is also involved) is a miracle."' 
Other Christians are not quite so bold, answering with something of a "qualified 
yes" to the question. They endorse the idea that AIDS is the natural consequence or 
cost of this sin. lt has been claimed that contracting AIDS through homosexual 
behavior is like getting hurt when running a red light, an infraction of the rules with 
an accompanying penalty attached. Other relevant examples would be dying from 
jumping o[ a tall building, developing emphysema from a lifetime of smoking, or suf-
fering cyrosis of the liver due to alcohol abuse. Biblical support for this position might 
take into account Paul's emphasis on the natural order and homosexuality as a viola-
tion of it with harmful consequences. At first glance it appears as if this option does 
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not include God's intervening action, but further reflection may demonstrate otherwise. 
Still other Christians emphatically respond, "No, God has nothing to do with AIDS, a 
disease caused by a virus that has, tragically, found its way into people's bloodstreams." 
These Christians are by no means ethically or doctrinally bankrupt; they may strongly 
affirm the traditional biblical interpretation of homosexuality as a sinful practice. It is the 
idea that God would deliberately afflict people with AIDS which goes against the grain of 
their thinking informed by a theology of a profoundly loving God. 
Before I share the implications of my own reflections on the question, it is important to 
define what is meant by homosexuality. There is an important distinction to keep in mind 
between homosexual behavior and a homosexual orientation. Three possibilities to define 
homosexuality, then, are same gender sexual relations, same gender sexual desires, or both 
together. Most relevant for the discussion of this paper is homosexual behavior, since it is 
through the actual sexual act that AIDS is often transmitted, not merely through an orienta-
tion. A homosexual orientation is neither necessary nor sufficient for a homosexual trans-
mission of the disease. Thus, homosexuality in this paper will be defined as same gender 
sexual relations. 
The question now becomes this: Is AIDS God's punishment of same gender sexual rela-
tions? Once again, the various answers mentioned so far are an "unequivocal yes," a "quali-
fied yes," and an "unequivocal no." I will attempt to solve the various dilemmas in which 
these three options find themselves by explaining my own "qualified no" to the question . .. 
II 
What are some of the dilemmas in which the answer of an "unequivocal yes" finds 
itself? An experiential dilemma springs from the obvious fact that not all homosexuals 
become afflicted with the disease. Some homosexuals simply go on living their lifestyle 
untainted by the virus which does not happen to be present among any of their lovers. 
Others remain free from the disease by taking necessary precautions, like using a condom. 
(That condoms are always effective, though an important fact, does not detract from 
the point here.) Given these clear counterexamples to the assertion that AIDS is definitely 
God's punishment of same gender sexual relations, the only way to make sense of the claim 
is to assert that AIDS is God's punishment of homosexuality where the virus which pro-
duces the disease is present and where precautions either are not taken or do not work. 
This is not to mention the additional case of unsuccessful transmission of the disease when 
the virus is present even in the absence of any precautions. 
Not only do some people who engage in homosexual behavior not contract AIDS, there 
are other people who never engage in it and yet still catch the disease. These include not 
only "guilty" intravenous drug users, but "innocent" babies victimized from birth along 
with recipients of pqlluted blood transfusions. If AIDS is God's punishment of homosexu-
als, then, it appears to be a deficient procedure, for some homosexuals escape the punish-
ment while others innocent of homosexuality are included. It is natural to assume that the 
meting out of punishment by God would be intended to promote justice, not abrogate it, at 
least with regard to our limited grasp of what justice entails, not to mention His. We would 
certainly not expect God to act less morally than we ourselves would. 
There is an uncanny resemblance, incidentally, between an old Calvinistic idea and 
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today's casual acceptance of the notion that God has singled out homosexuals for punish-
ment. We are all deserving of God's wrath, it is acknowledged; yet it is still seen as perfectly 
appropriate that only homosexuals have been chosen for the actual punishment. This is 
similar to the historical Calvinistic defense of double predestination. How can we fault God, 
so the argument went, for sovereignly choosing some to go to heaven when everyone 
deserves hell? 
Theologically, those who respond in the unequivocal affirmative must finally hold a 
weak view of both sin and God. In terms of sin, these believers, rather than taking all 
expressions of it with the utmost seriousness, can trivialize those sins other than that of 
homosexuality. They likely would not consider claiming that unhealthy eating habits are 
directly punished by God with heart disease, or prejudice with race wars. They insist, how-
ever, on stressing the punishment value of homosexuality, namely, AIDS. This tendency is 
especially clear in fundamentalist and some evangelical circles, which often seem straddled 
with blinders to all but sexual sins. 
In terms of their view of God, what kind of God do they think they serve? A harsh, 
unforgiving, legalistic God anxious to level an excruciating, abominable disease on the way-
ward? Or a merciful Father in whose Son resides the forgiveness of all of our deepest, dark-
est sin; who graciously, patiently calls us to repent; and who is contiJ\ually wooing us to 
Himself by His love? Without unbiblically compartmentalizing the characteristics of God 
and creating false dichotomies within His nature, we must critically assess our propositions 
about His work in the world in order to identify the dominant theology of God which 
undergirds our portrayals. The world must not be expected to differentiate between God, 
whose very nature is love, and our harsh caricatures of Him. 
What about the homosexual who contracts AIDS and is then converted to Christ? All of 
the sins which he has ever committed have been cleansed by the blood of Jesus, yet he still 
may die from the disease. Are we to believe that his life remains the price that God 
demands for his sin of homosexuality, when the infinitely costlier price ofjesus' life on the 
cross has already been paid? I find that untenable. Even the hardest heart at this point 
would be inclined to modify the claim and propose, instead, that this person's death is only 
the natural consequence of his sin. Thus we arrive at the second option, the "qualified yes." 
Ill 
This option does not ostensibly claim that God intervenes to inject the virus into the 
bodies of homosexuals, but that their sin has this disease as its natural consequence. Note 
that the emphasis here is on their sin, not simply their outward behavior understood neu-
trally. The consequence is claimed to derive from the spiritual significance of the physical 
behavior. This option is more defensible than the first. It takes more into account the natur-
al processes of life by which disease is transmitted, for instance; but it retains some major 
weaknesses. 
One potential weakness is the tenuous connection between the sinful act and the resul-
tant disease. To speak meaningfully of a link here, as this option demands, requires that 
there be a real causal relationship between homosexuality as a sin, on the one hand, and 
AIDS, on the other. This connection is understood by proponents of the second option not 
merely on the level of physical causality, but by a causal link consistently functioning 
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between the physical and spiritual realms. That is, adherents of the second option claim 
that God in a meaningful way is punishing homosexuals, even if that claim remains implic-
it. The way this punishment is accomplished is through the natural means of a sexually 
transmitted virus, but the reason for the punishment is because the behavior is blamewor-
thy spiritually and morally. Thus, the "qualified yes" adherents see a connection between 
the act of homosexuality in its sinfulness and the resultant disease. The strength of this con-
nection is what will determine the tenability of this option. 
Why is this connection weak? Again, one reason is that the transmission of the disease 
seems to have less to do with spiritual factors than with natural ones. If someone is wearing 
a condom and it serves its purpose properly, AIDS can often be avoided. This undermines 
the causal tie between the sin and the disease-if it is so readily contingent on such natural-
istic, arbitrary factors as the proper use and functioning of a condom. AIDS is only the nat-
ural consequence of homosexual behavior where it is present, where it is not stopped by 
precautionary measures, and where it is transmitted. Are we to believe that the causal link 
between the sin of homosexuality and the disease of AIDS only applies in this range of situ-
ations? Once again, such a proposition, rather than taking all sin seriously, can seem to 
emphasize only the blameworthiness of homosexual behavior in those cases where there is 
an obvious physical consequence. Sinful behavior, however, is not only wrong when there 
is a painful earthly result, but all the time. lt is innately and not merely consequentially 
wrong. 
The analogy of the second option between AIDS and other examples of consequences in 
the physical realm breaks down, for at least two reasons. First, there is neglect of the afore-
mentioned distinction between the levels at which the causal links are presumed to operate. 
That is, to claim that AIDS is a punishment from God or the direct cost of homosexuality is 
to propose the existence of a "vertical" (excuse the spatial metaphor) causal nexus between 
the spiritual reality. of blameworthy sin and the physical reality of bodily sickness. That is 
clearly different from a simple, "horizontal" cause and effect operation within this physical 
world, such as the ty.pical result of walking in front of a rushing train. 
Secondly, AIDS is not part of the natural order, per se, but an intruder. lt is a disease 
caused by the life of a virus that has been introduced into people's bloodsu·eams, where it 
was not originally intended to be. Can AIDS then with any confidence lay claim to be the 
natural consequence of homosexual behavior? Before its invasion, AIDS was not the result 
of homosexuality. Thus there is not the inherent connectedness between them as there is 
between, for example, cholesterol and arteriosclerosis. That there appears to be an intrinsic 
relationship between homosexuality and AIDS now, especially in this country, is only 
because of the particular spread of the disease to date, without which there would not be 
this visible connection. In Africa, where transmission has largely been heterosexual and 
polygamy is often still the norm, the relationship between AIDS and homosexuality is 
much less at issue. · 
The underlying claim of the second option, if it is to be a coherent argument, must be 
that God is the one responsible for that original unnatural invasion of the HIV virus into 
society which made AIDS the blameworthy consequence of homosexual behavior whenev-
er such behavior transmits the virus. This is why the second option essentially reduces to 
only a qualification of option one. 
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Scripture, though, portrays God as being against disease and sickness, not its strongest 
promoter and propagator. David described God as the one who forgives all our sins and 
heals all our diseases. Jesus came that we might have life, and that more abundantly; it is 
the enemy who comes to steal, kill and destroy. The presence of the kingdom of God was 
epitomized in the life of] esus by the miraculous deliverance from sickness, not relegation to 
it. Those in the church who are sick are instructed to have hands laid on them by the elders 
so they may recover. Confession of sins and faults, one to another within the church, is for 
the purpose that healing may take place, with the added promise that, if sins have been 
committed, they will be forgiven. The Bible makes clear that God's will is that we enjoy 
good health, not be riddled with a chronic, terminal disease. Salvation is about holistic 
health and healing in every dimension of our existence, made possible through a right rela-
tionship with God. 
IV 
So does that mean God has nothing to do with the spread of AIDS, as the third option 
would have us believe? Not necessarily. The third option does rightly stress the central 
truth that God's nature is one of profound love along with His holines,s. Those who would 
stress God's holiness today to the practical exclusion of His love not only have a fundamen-
tal misunderstanding of holiness, but risk becoming modem-day pharisees, considering 
themselves holier than others, and others worthy of death but not themselves. The third 
option certainly contains great truth, but leaves something to be desired by way of reconcil-
ing such a monumental epidemic as AIDS with His superintending sovereignty. 
My "qualified no" option, then, picks up at this point, incorporating some truth from 
the second and third options while hopefully avoiding the logical and theological pitfalls we 
have seen. No, God did not intentionally and maliciously intervene to introduce this death-
dealing virus into society. Yes, He allowed it, but only after having so structured His created 
order so that, ideally, this virus never should have emerged. The reason for its emergence 
and expansion was greatly facilitated by unnatural behaviors which, in the present order as 
it has been created by God, manifest the greater risk of introducing something harmful into 
that order than natural, healthy behaviors possess. 
It may be suggested that my "qualified no" is really a "yes" to the question after all, since 
it was God's doing originally which would later contribute, in a sense, to the spread of the 
unnatural invading virus. In fact , although I would quarrel with that conclusion given 
God's original intent and His intense abomination of sickness, I consider this insight to be 
the thrust of truth motivating Romans 1:27 (and perhaps also 1 Corinthians 6:18's teaching 
that sexual sin in particular is directed against the body). Any message to sinful humanity 
that has at its foreground the grace of God, such as the book of Romans, necessarily must 
have as its background His wrath, not as a divine "I told you so" assigning blame and 
inducing shame, but echoing an urgent cry for repentance and intimating the judgment to 
come for the obstinate of heart. F.F. Bruce calls this wrath "that principle of moral retribu-
tion that must operate in a moral universe," a principle which , I submit, stands in rough 
correspondence to my "qualified no."2 The apostle Paul would perhaps be more inclined 
than I to replace this notion of an impersonal principle operating today in the syndrome of 
AIDS with direct divine agency, though perhaps not. Those who cite Romans 1:27 as evi-
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dence that AIDS is God's punishment of homosexuality tend to miss Paul's larger points, 
rendering their hasty traversal of the hermeneutical gap presumptuous. Paul was underlin-
ing that the real reason for God's wrath was the suppression of the truth, as he was casting 
everyone in the plight of a sinner meriting God's condemnation and in dire need of that 
righteousness that comes alone through the gospel of grace. Paul was not being self-right-
eous, as many are today in their denunciation of others' sin, but had as his only standard of 
righteousness that of God's very own. This is a standard of which everyone has fallen short, 
and attainable only through Christ by faith , thus forever precluding moralism. 
Are homosexuals worthy of death? Yes. Just as the malicious and unmerciful are, which 
includes many in the Church, particularly in their behavior toward homosexuals and per-
sons with AIDS. Even as we are all deserving of death for the sins which we have commit-
ted. Is God specifically punishing homosexuals through AIDS? No, although He did fash-
ion the creation such that it is now more probable that an unnatural invader, like this virus, 
would generally spread more easily through unnatural ways of life such as promiscuity, 
intravenous drug use, bestiality or homosexuality than a natural way of life such as a com-
mitted relationship of monogamous, heterosexual marriage. 
This principle holds with greater consistency and plausibility when applied to other 
maladies than do those underlying principles of the earlier options. For example, option 
one, as mentioned, would probably concede little resemblance between excessive weight or 
heart disease due to overeating, and AIDS as caused by homosexuality. The former would 
be explained naturally, the latter by reference to God's direct action of judgment and pun-
ishment. The option I defend would see the same dynamic at work in both scenarios: In 
each case, as a matter of probability, the unnatural, sinful behavior tends in the direction of 
and enhances the vulnerability to sickness. It would be a valid inference from this principle 
to predict that feelings of animosity among Christians toward homosexuals would also tend 
to produce harmfu\ long-term effects, psychologically, sociologically, physiologically, not to 
mention greatly undermine the Christian witness in the homosexual and lesbian communi-
ties. Such effects, too, would sound another call to repent, even as the somewhat recent 
riots in Los Angeles reverberate a clarion call for us all to renounce our bigotry and racism. 
Similarly, option two's untenability based on the dubious correspondence between the 
sin and the sickness is replaced with a recognition that the same God who resides in heav-
enly places built this universe, investing it with those principles in which we can see spiri-
tual truth. We plant a seed and watch it grow, knowing that God so created such a thing to 
illustrate for us lessons from the spiritual realm. Likewise, behaviors which are morally and 
spiritually debilitating have in the physical realm a similar detrimental tendency to promote 
sickness and disease. E. Stanley Jones analogously taught that the Way is, as it were, written 
into the universe. This parallel can exist without there being direct continuous interven-
tion, as illustrated by the seed or AIDS. Thoughtful reflection suggests it is likely that the 
way He was at work in the life of AIDS, along with the other venereal diseases, was in so 
creating the world that such sicknesses never should have started or continued to spread, 
and probably would not have without unnatural, sinful behaviors. 
I have somewhat blunted the distinction between righteousness and naturalness on one 
side, and between sinfulness and unnaturalness on the other. My intention in this regard 
should not, however, be construed as a strict equation of these. They are often the same, 
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but not always. Even natural desires can find illegitimate, unordained and, thus, sinful 
expression. As C.S. Lewis argued, evil is a distortion and perversion of the good. Nor am I 
advocating the dogmatic assumption frequently unquestioned among charismatic believers 
that every occurrence of sickness is always attributable to a specific, particular sin. It is pre-
cisely such strict formulations which encourage the automatic attribution of any instance of 
AIDS to homosexual behavior. It is then a small step to begin making the kinds of addition-
al assumptions about the spiritual meaning of sickness which I have resisted. I only affirm 
that it is generally the case that righteousness tends in the direction of health, and sinful-
ness in the direction of sickness. The understandable human penchant to apprehend a 
more definitive meaning to sickness can be misleading. We can easily begin making false 
assumptions and drawing erroneous conclusions. It is to be remembered that the meaning 
of sickness is less intrinsic than derivative. AIDS' ultimate import, both generally as well as 
in particular cases, derives from the meaning with which God alone invests it. 
It was common in Jesus' day to assume that an affliction implied a sin, thereby rendering 
any resultant pain rather beyond redemption. Jesus inverted such logic by affording sick-
ness, in some instances, the opportunity to serve the most sublime purpose of all, namely, 
the glory of God. In John 9:1-3, the disciples asked Jesus about a man born blind, "Rabbi, 
who sinned, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?" Without'{.'.ntirely invalidating 
this assumption, Jesus certainly challenged it by his answer, "Neither this man nor his par-
ents sinned, but this happened so that the work of God might be displayed in his life." 
Then, in John 11 :4,Jesus declared concerning Lazarus's illness, "This sickness will not end 
in death. No, it is for God's glory so that God's Son may be glorified through it." 
Options one and two provide a rationalization for Christians to look on afflicted homo-
sexuals with contempt and judgment, rather than mercy and compassion. Rather than 
praying for their healing or reaching out to help, much less discerning any potential glory 
to God, we are inclined to consider them to be experiencing their just desserts. Rather than 
weeping over the tragedy of or hoping for the cure for AIDS, we callously, carelessly assert 
that justice is being rendered. Even if the claim is tenaciously retained that homosexuals 
richly deserve their suffering, should that stop our ears from hearing the desperate cries of 
the suffering and needy? How easily we forget that if we ourselves were to experience what 
we truly deserve for our sin, we would already be banished from the awesome presence of 
God forever--every one of us! In Jesus' day, it was the lepers who were supposed to be 
stricken by God with their affliction; and it was Jesus who dramatically reversed such twist-
ed thinking by reaching out to touch and heal them, these broken, ostracized, marginalized 
people. Jesus spent much of His ministry healing those who had been cast off by society 
and especially by the religious. Today, is Jesus not speaking through the victims of AIDS 
and the others so often shunned by sinner and saint alike? The homeless, the prostitute, the 
drug addict, the prisoner? "When you have done it for the least of these, you have done it 
for Me. " 
A "qualified no" loosens the lid on this issue enough to allow room for mystery in this 
whole discussion. AIDS and every other disease, along with a plethora of other causes of 
acute pain and horrendous suffering in this world, constitute what philosophers call the 
problem of evil. Why does God, if He is able, not do something to alleviate or ameliorate 
this suffering? This challenge is perhaps the greatest of all obstacles to faith. Answering the 
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question of why there is evil and suffering and sickness in this world is never easy. Most 
attempts to claim that AIDS is God's punishment of homosexuals are a convenient way out 
for those who do not seriously struggle with the profundity and unmitigated horror of such 
a disease. They refuse to acknowledge God as the One who suffers with us most, as the One 
who sent His Son to die on the cross in our place. Rather, He is conceived more as the One 
who gleefully rains down additional suffering and dreaded diseases on the already weak 
and deluded. Such "easy answers" actually make trust in a good God and a loving Father 
difficult, if not practically impossible, for the emotionally sensitive and intellectually hon-
est. A rejection of those easy, graceless answers means we are able to see the truth in the 
words of Scripture that indeed rain falls on both the just and on the unjust. Perfect justice is 
not accomplished in this broken, fallen world, but only in the world to come. 
This leads to one important further point to consider. Resisting the temptation to assign 
exclusive or even primary importance to potentially misleading physical consequences, we 
become privy to an important insight into this matter of AIDS. Those who contract the dis-
ease of AIDS through homosexuality, and even die from it, are not necessarily worse off 
than those who cleverly or fortuitously avert the sickness for a lifetime. The former may not 
only simply regret having been "caught," but graphically learn the depth of their sickness 
and sin and come to God with broken, contrite hearts of repentance to find forgiveness in 
His grace, and even healing for their bodies or, just as miraculously, provision of sufficient 
grace to cope victoriously with sickness and to die a redeemed death. Like the thief on the 
cross next to Jesus, they may cry out for mercy and receive His promise to be with Him in 
paradise. Those who never come down with a sickness because of their sin, in contrast, 
may continue to go miserably on their way, their physical health intact but their spiritual 
health ebbing away. Their souls could be dying even as their bodies are strong, while the 
souls may be flourishing of those whose bodies are withering away. john Wesley described 
the latter in a jourpal entry from February, 1753, "Three or four weeks ago he fell ill of a 
fever, and was for a while in heaviness of soul. Last week all his doubts and fears vanished; 
and as he grew weaker in body, he grew stronger in faith. This morning he expressed an 
hope full of immortality, and in the afternoon went to God."' The relationship between the 
spiritual and physical realms is profound and, sometimes, paradoxical.• 
Notes 
1. Cited by H. Ray Dunning, Grace, Faith , and Holiness (Kansas City: Beacon Hill , 1988), p. 262. 
2. F.F. Bruce, Romans, Tyndale New Testament Commentaries (Grand Rapids: William B. 
Eerdmans, 1989), p. 78. 
3. John Wesley, Works (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1986; reprint o[ the 1872 edition), 
2:280. 
4. l would like to thank Ginger Asel, Stuart Noell , and Jerry Walls for their suggestive, insightful 
comments on an earlier draft of this paper. 
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The name Leslie Allen has long been associated with excellence in evangelical 
scholarship, and this volume will do nothing to diminish his reputation. Though this 
volume is the companion to W. H. Brownlee, Ezekiel 1-19 in the same series, Allen 
takes a different tack than Brownlee. Using rhetorical, form, and redaction criticism as 
his main exegetical tools, Allen demonstrates the theological power of the historical 
critical method for those who confess allegiance to the inspired text. 
The commentary proper divides Ezekiel 20-48 into twenty-eight sections, includ-
ing a brief introduction to Ezekiel's program for restoration. Each unit follows the 
familiar Word format of bibliography, translation, notes, form/stnicture/setting, com-
ment and explanation. The first three sections are the notes are 
extensive and helpful for those struggling with the Hebrew text (both critically and 
philologically). The discussion of Form/Structure/Setting typically focuses on the 
rhetorical "unity" of the pericope, though Allen is not adverse to see redactional activ-
ity as the means by which rhetorical unity is achieved where so necessitated by the 
evidence (see, e.g., his discussion of Ezek. 20: 1-44). There is less attention paid to the 
form-criticaf structure of the extant text than some would like; such readers are 
referred to R. Hals, Ezekiel (FOIL 19; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989). The language 
of "secondary addition" or "later redactional expansion" is less likely to be found here 
than one might expect (see, e.g., 21:15, 18a; 23:4b, Sb, 7b, 25b, etc.). Allen is also 
more likely to posit the activity of Ezekiel the prophet in the redactional/composition-
al activity which gave birth to the book (see p. xxvi) while conceding the presence of 
a school of disciples during the exile who also played a role in this process. 
The Comment section provides an opportunity for verse-by-verse and section-by-
section exposition, whereas the Explanation yields a synthetic interpretation of the 
pericope as a whole, frequently with reference to the NT. 
This is an outstanding commentary that will repay careful study by its readers. In 
my judgment, it ranks wim W. Zimmerli's two volumes in me Hermeneia series as me 
best available studies of these chapters. (Many, of course, await me completion of M. 
Greenberg's two-volume set in me Anchor Bible; this will give me student of me OT a 
remarkably rich resource for me study of Ezekiel). Obviously, interpreters will find 
points of dispute wim Allen, and so the rehearsal of a litany of disagreements would 
hardly be helpful. Nonemeless, I was least pleased wim his work on two sections: 
chapter 23 and chapters 40-48. The former-perhaps me best OT example of revi-
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sionistic historiography-is as thoroughgoingly negative as any text in the OT. Allen sees 
three lessons in the chapter: to remind the people that Egypt is the enemy of the people, 
that the Northern Kingdom's flirtation with Assyria led to catastrophe, to proclaim that 
Judah's turning from the hand of Yahweh was to fall into the hand of Yahweh. But there is 
no theological discussion of the total absence of grace in the chapter (compare the use of 
20:32-44 to "cap" the negative polemic of 20:1-31) and the question that this raises: Can 
the Gospel ever be bad news without good news? With respect to Ezekiel 40-48, Allen asks 
To some extent at least they were presumably presented as normative for the future. 
Yet the post-exilic community, even adoption of their rulings was within its power, 
found other models for its worship, while the different orientation of the Christian 
faith has left these chapters outdated. Must one relegate them to a drawer of lost 
hopes and disappointed dreams, like faded photographs? (p. 214) 
In fact the answer should be "Yes." Ezekiel and his disciples proclaimed a program for 
the restored community that was ultimately rejected in favor of the Priestly program now 
reflected in the Pentateuch. But Allen tries to skirt this conclusion in favor of a subsequent 
symbolic reading of these institutions. This seems to me not to cohere with a sober histori-
cal method of interpretation. 
But these disagreements aside, this is an outstanding commentary, one of the strongest 
in the series, and well worth owning by serious students of the OT. 
HENRY T.C. SUN 
Lexington Theological Seminary 
Lexington, Kentucky 
Moltrnann, Jurgen. The Spirit of Life: A Universal Affirmation. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1992. Trans. Margaret Kohl from the German Der Geist des Lebens: Eine Ganzheitliche 
Pneumatoligie. 
For years, Jurgen Moltrnann has been one of the most interesting-and interested-the-
ologians on the world stage. Often in America, perhaps more clergy, seminarians and laity 
have heard Moltrnann speak than any other German theologian. Moltrnann continues to 
take as many cues from the life of Christians in America and Europe as he gives clues to 
them for understanding our faith. Moltrnann's mind and Christian heart are large and 
amaze the reader by the diversity not only of the knowlege but of the caring they contain. 
As a former student of the "up-to-date" Paul Tillich, I am still amazed at a theologian who 
quotes the Rastifarian singer, Bob Marley (at the very end), and who clings to an honestly 
orthodox theology while making liberation thought his touch stone and responsible ecolo-
gy his concern. Along the way Moltrnann affirms feminism, feminist theology, the peace 
and Greenpeace movements and sell-help groups for single-parents, the divorced, and peo-
ple with Aids. Even more amazingly, he does this not by simple assertion but by showing 
how the nature of the church based in a fuller, more complete pneumatology demands such 
,-;: · 
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affirmation. 
Some years ago, I taught Systematic Theology in seminary using Moltmann's earlier 
works, and found myself wishing for a thorough exposition of the doctrine of the Holy 
Spirit analogous to Paul Tillich's Life and the Spirit, part IV of the Systematic Theology 
(1963). Now in Moltmann's fourth volume of Systematics, I have it. It was worth waiting 
for! Tillich is mentioned only seven times in 358 pages but the conception, and the basic 
idea of The Spirit of Life is closer to that of Tillich than to any other predecessor or influ-
ence. This by no means is to say Moltmann is derivative of Tillich any more than he is from 
Barth or Luther or John Wesley, all of whom he quotes and dialogues with. It is to say that 
Moltmann, like Tillich, draws from that long and vital tradition that treats of the Spirit of 
Life in German and other European philosophy and theology. To say that what we experi-
ence every day as the spirit of life is the Spirit of God is to voice a prehension that roots 
deep in the Nineteenth Century and runs back to the work of Hegel, Schelling, Fichte and 
perhaps most in Johann Georg Hamann, in the eighteenth. Lessing (d. 1781) is mentioned 
only three times in this volume, yet Moltmann's freedom from bias, tolerance and continual 
urging of persons to love without prejudice are reminiscent of Lessing. The author's con-
temporary and sincere concern for the care of the earth that persons have neglected surely 
owes something to German Romanticism with its love of nature and its open ear for hear-
ing the movement of The Spirit in an overly rationalized world. All this is but to say that 
reading Moltmann is an intellectual and emotional feast, not unlike the crowded tables set 
by Paul Tillich, yet much more existential, more colorful and real, than the abstractions 
Tillich regularly offers us. 
To simply list the courageous new ideas and suggestions made by Moltmann in this 
work would take .. considerable time. Perhaps the most audacious--and the most symbolic 
of his suggested reconstruction of our confession of The Spirit-is his closely reasoned 
argument that the addition of the Filioque to the Nicene Creed is superfluous, unnecessary 
and is even pernicious in its historical effects (pp. 306-307). Moltmann refers to this prob-
lem under several rubrics, beginning in the introduction (p.l ) and ends the book with his 
conclusions. He definitely comes down on the side of the Orthodox Theologians: 
In the light of his (Spirit's) origin, he is subordinated to The Son; and it is conse-
quently impossible for him to appear in any other way in the economy of salvation. 
The relationships between The Son and The Spirit can then no longer be understood 
as reciprocal relationships. The way always leads from The Son to The Spirit, no 
longer from The Spirit to The Son." (p. 306-307). 
I suspect that Moltmann is correct, and applaud his insight not only for pneumatology 
but for Ecumenism. The filioque has divided the church since 1054; perhaps a willingness 
to discuss a new understanding could bring East and West in Christianity closer to that 
unity that is our Catholic hope. 
Two other vital areas opened up by Moltmann in this volume are Spirit-Christology 
(another reminder of Tillich), beginning on p. 60 and an intense and open dialogue with 
the Wesleyan tradition involving sanctification (chapter Vlll) and the Contemporary 
Pentecostal tradition concerning the variety of gifts of the Spirit experienced by 
Pentecostals. Moltmann affirms the "Charismatics" of this and every age, saying: 
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The whole of life, and every life in faith is charismatic, for The Spirit is 'poured out 
upon all flesh' to quicken it. (p.182) 
No other important Protestant teacher offers the mainline churches a better platform on 
which to attempt to build an ecumenical consensus with the "Evangelicals" of America 
than Moltmann. Affirming those who pursue holiness and those in whom signs and won-
ders so often occur, he shows both Evangelicals and mainline Protestants-and Eastern and 
Western Christians--that we need one another and that we belong together so as to save 
our sisters and brothers and to redeem and restore the battered world on which we all live. 
The Spirit of Life is highly recommended reading for clergy, professors and laity. 
JOHN CHARLES COOPER 
Visiting Professor of Philosophy 
Asbury College 
Wilmore, Kentucky 
Baldwin Jr. , Lewis V. There Is a Balm in Gilead: The Cultural Roots of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1991. 339 pages. 
Lewis Baldwin is an associate professor of religious studies at Vanderoilt University, an 
African American, a Southerner, and an ordained Baptist minister. This first book on King 
joins a number of Baldwin's articles on King, as well as on slave religious culture. He has 
written two other books and a companion volume to this work, To Mahe the Wounded 
Whole: The Cultural Legacy of Martin Luther King, Jr. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1992). 
With other scholars, Baldwin contends that King has been interpreted 
against the backgro_und of white intellectual tradition, relegating his own cultural experi-
ence to the margins, as if: 
the black church and the larger black community are not healthy and vital contexts 
for the origin of intellectual ideas regarding theology and social change. 1 
Against this misunderstanding, Baldwin claims that Southern Black2 experience and the 
Black Church provided King with his deepest norms, by which he tested and appropriated 
Reinhold iebuhr , Personalism , Gandhian pacifism , and the social gospel of 
Rauschenbusch. In this effort, Baldwin's thesis functions as an alternative to john]. 
Ansbro's The Mahing of a Mind,3 and William D. Watley's Roots of Resistance.4 Ansbro's 
focus was on King's appropriation of the "classical" western intellectual tradition represent-
ed by Socrates, Augustine, Aquinas, Kant, Tillich, Weiman, and the Boston Personalists, 
Brightman and DeWolfe. Watley's treatment of King's intellectual resources grants a certain 
foundational status to the Black Christian tradition alongside Personalism and Evangelical 
liberalism, but defines his ethic as "developing" and "maturing" outside that context. 
Baldwin contends that the Black gospel tradition provided King with enduring norms that 
were not significantly changed or challenged by other intellectual streams of thought. The 
author seeks not to chronicle King's life and intellectual odyssey, but to identify three dorni-
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nant themes that emerge from Black Southern experience. 
First is the sense of Southern identity. This sense of place in a Southern context includes a 
sense of purpose and commitment toward that region. In the chapter titled "Cast Down 
Your Bucket," Baldwin examines the socio-cultural significance of eating, shared religious 
values, the joy in humor and music, the character of black middle-.class Atlanta, and the 
effects of poverty and segregation. Meal sharing is seen as a ritualistic expression of celebra-
tion and economic security, and King's passion for Southern cooking is set in a communal 
context of solidarity with the region. The rich humor and wit of Southern Blacks is inter-
preted as a stubborn refusal to be victimized by white society; laughter is a shared language 
of hopeful protest against the hardship of oppressed existence. Likewise, the love of music 
demonstrates a festiveness toward life, a shared expression of art and celebration. Baldwin 
also notes the natural resources of the Southern context, noting that the geographic wealth 
of the region was at once a source of plenty and of oppression, since "the beauty of the 
South and its abundance of untapped resources" were categorically exploited by whites at 
the expense of blacks. King saw the inclusion of Blacks in the vision of the new industrial 
South as a moral and economic necessity in defeating segregation. 
King's peculiarly Southern identity shaped his agenda as well as personal decisions. He 
married a Southern woman, surrounded himself by Southerners in Boston, and 
returned to the South for his ministry. Baldwin concludes that the paradox of Southern 
identity as both nurturing and hostile provided the heart of King's dialectical understanding 
of community and non-community. 
The second theme is the sense of community revolving around family life, church experi-
ence, and the neighborhood of Auburn Avenue. In "Walk Together Children," Baldwin 
examines King's complex inheritance of community values of discipline, responsibility, 
spirituality, and the drive for educational excellence. The middle-class neighborhood of 
Auburn Avenue is presented as a cohesive community, committed to self-help and public 
accountability. In the discussion of extended family life, the effects of both Martin's and 
Coretta's family ties are identified as constitutive elements of King's own communal com-
mitments. The author provides insight into the historical role of the grandmother as the 
bearer of oral history during the days of slavery, providing a sense of continuous kinship. 
The examination of King's teachings (in sermons and church school) considers his own 
relationship to Coretta and to his children, concluding that King understood the family as a 
communal entity. In King's life, family was one of the two figural institutions in the libera-
tion and survival of African Americans. The other primary role is attributed to the Black 
Church. 
Christian optimism, the third thematic consideration, is the deep faith in God's provi-
dence. Rooted in early slave culture, Christian optimism created King's vision of the 
Beloved Community. The book title and chapter headings come from slave spirituals, sup-
porting Baldwin's thesis that the Black Church was the single most important intellectual 
source for King. In "How I Got Over," the Black Church is identified as the single most 
important source for King's faith, providing him with both vision and method to challenge 
social injustice. Baldwin traces the particular prophetic tradition of Christianity that 
emerged when the first Africans were confronted with a gospel of love at the hands of 
oppressive white Christians. He argues that the experience of oppression produced a partic-
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ular manifestation of Christianity, a unique blend of intense spirituality and a commitment 
for social justice. Standing in a long line of ministers, King was shaped by the power of 
Black oratory, slave spirituals, and gospel music. Of particular interest is King's own early 
pastoral experience, the "vision in the kitchen," and the spiritual resources of prayer and 
song that energized the Civil Rights movement. This chapter is key to Baldwin's under-
standing of King's intellectual resources. He concludes that the church is still the most 
autonomous and resourceful institution in the African-American community, and that 
future liberation initiatives must be founded on this legacy. 
Additional chapters set King in the historic streams of Black Messianism and Black 
preachers. In "Up You Mighty Race ," Baldwin offers a historical overview of Black 
Messianic thought in America. Against this legacy, Baldwin examines points of comparison 
and contrast with a number of nineteenth-century advocates of the Black Messianic vision 
as they relate to King's image of the Beloved Community. Discussing the role of King as a 
black Messianic figure, he notes that such identification among followers is to some degree 
natural and beneficial. But, while strong symbolic leadership is essential to the liberation of 
blacks, Baldwin cautions against absolutizing one figure as a norm for the future of African-
American liberation: 
Most black Americans have not progressed beyond the point of calling on a Martin 
Luther King, Jr. , to save them. King's philosophy and methods are still widely accept-
ed as the only moral and practical way to liberation. Black America's models for a lib-
eration ethic will not be significantly enlarged as long as such a perception remains 
dominant within its ranks. (p. 252) 
Finally, Baldwin considers King's own pastoral ministry. In "Standing In The Shoes of 
john," the author considers the prophetic, priestly, and pastoral elements of the Dexter 
Avenue ministry. King in the context of his pastoral colleagues, Baldwin concludes 
that he was successful in balancing the three interdependent functions. King's own rhetori-
cal style and pulpit giants establish him firmly in the Black preaching tradition.5 Baldwin 
also considers King's ecumenicity and his collegial style, basing much of his information on 
private interviews with King's buddy, Philip Lenud. 
Baldwin's style is clear and compelling. His own Afrocentric view is implied rather than 
argued. The text is accessible to the general reader, free of academic jargon, lengthy theo-
logical discourse, or polemic (although the numerous footnotes carry the weight of war-
rants and a certain amount of polemic) . The editorial decision to eliminate a bibliography 
may be unfortunate. While there are a number of excellent bibliographies on King that 
would not need duplication, the literature about early slave culture is figural to Baldwin's 
work and deserves to be cited beyond footnotes. Readers interested in this resource are 
encouraged to locate Albert]. Raboteau's Slave Religion. The "Invisible Institution" of the 
Antebellum South; Bayraud Wilmore's Black Religion and Black Radicalism ; Lawrence 
Levine's Black Culture and Black Consciousness; Eugene Genovese's Roll, Jordan, Roll: The, 
World The Slaves Made; and Sterling Stuckey's Slave Culture; just to name a few. Baldwin's 
approach is based on the premise that slave culture shaped the distinctive character of the 
contemporary Black Church. I would recommend that readers start with Chapter 3, "How I 
Got Over," to establish this critical foundation. Those who only have time to read one or 
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two chapters are advised to read this chapter and Chapter 4, "Up You Mighty Race," which 
ties the Black Church to the Messianic tradition. 
The book provides a brilliant interpretation of the meaning and significance of the cul-
tural tradition of King. Baldwin provides an Archirnedian point of reference for understand-
ing the broader development of King within this very specific framework of Southern Black 
culture, and in this way has contributed decisively to King scholarship: The book takes the 
symbolic universe of a particular region seriously and demonstrates its definitive influence 
upon the theology and praxis of all of King's endeavors. 
Readers will want to keep Baldwin's own interpretation of King's theological norms 
clearly in mind, however. The controlling theological norms are not only distinct from 
assumed white theological claims of personal salvation, but are also distinct from conserva-
tive and literalist traditions in the faith of both white and black Christians. First, King's con-
cept of the personal God is one of a loving, active, immanent diety who works in history 
through the power of redemptive love. Though personal, King's God is not private, but 
actively involved in social structures and processes to bring about transformation. Second, 
this God does not play favorites, but values all human beings as having worth and dignity 
endowed by the Creator. In the negative sense, King's theological claims are contrary to 
those that emphasize either God's wrath, God's detachment from social sphere, or 
God's favoring of one group over another. With these two norms in view, the book engages 
in an excellent critical discussion of the theological issues involved in King's appropriation 
of EuroAmerican philosophy and theology. Baldwin demonstrates his theological expertise 
in his analysis of King's sermons, continually clarifying the analytical power of these religio-
cultural nonns. Clearly, when Baldwin calls for an appropriation of the theological genius 
of King and the -Slack Church, it is this particular theological interpretation he advances. 
Baldwin establishes King's theological agenda as one which includes liberation as a means 
toward the ultimate goal of the Beloved Community. 
White readers, especially those from parts outside the South, will be introduced to the 
rich and complex world of King's particular context. For many, the synthesis of family life, 
community commitment, aesthetic depth, and religious ethos that Baldwin presents as nor-
mative black Southern life will strike a chord of profound wonder. For those who have 
come to identify King with the white Liberal Protestant tradition, the uniqueness of African 
American religious culture will be striking. Contrary to what whites may interpret from 
King's own "Pilgrimage to Nonviolence,"6 his religious pilgrimage did not begin in Boston 
with his introduction to Nietzsche, Niebuhr, Heidegger and Hegel. King's own interpreta-
tion suggests that his concept of the imago dei, and the Christian norms of neighbor love 
were grounded in the gospel of the Black Church. King was no theological tabula rasa, 
absorbing the norms of EuroAmerican philosophy. Rather, his own theological norms of a 
personal God and the dignity and worth of all persons found a certain formal philosophical 
ground in EuroAmerican tradition. Baldwin does not oppose these traditions, since the 
reality of being African and American is a continuing double consciousness, the "twoness" 
articulated by W.E.B. DuBois.' For all white pastors, seminarians, and scholars, ignorance 
of this dynamic is ethically and intellectually irresponsible. Baldwin's understanding of 
King is an essential hermeneutic key. 
Women readers, womanists and feminists alike, will appreciate the unflinching evalua-
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tion of King's sexism,8 how it distorted Coretta's life and hampered the Civil Rights 
Movement itself. Baldwin is sensitive to the role of women in King's life, avoiding both 
matriarchal or romantic models. The influence of wives, mothers, and grandmothers is 
treated with admirable evenhandedness. The author's insistence on the communal life of 
family and church as primary environments of ethical and moral development avoids both 
valerization of the "strong Black woman" as well as sentimental trivialization. I, for one, 
regret the slight attention given to Harriet Tubman and Sojourner Truth, in the extensive 
treatment of nineteenth century Black Messianism. Lack of ordination or church leadership 
should not exclude these courageous women who spoke and acted on behalf of full human 
freedom. Baldwin's own argument against a male-dominated church would be enhanced by 
more emphasis on this womanist heritage. 
Womanists and feminists may not be so optimistic as Baldwin about the appropriation 
of King's cultural roots in the Black Church. Although Baldwin criticizes the sexism of King 
and the Black Church, he continues to use them as models for the present. For many 
women, African American and otherwise, a deep hermeneutic of suspicion lingers whenev-
er a hierarchical male model (that has rendered them invisible and forgotten) is promoted. 
A call to racial solidarity continues to overlook the complex connections between sexism, 
capitalism, and racism. The womanist critique of African-American patriarchy by Hooks, 
Davis, Cannon, and Brant! are assumed rather than articulated by Baldwin. Those who do 
not understand Baldwin's use of King's theological norms will be suspicious of his demand 
that liberation efforts be grounded in the Black Church. In his discussion. of potential barri-
ers to liberation (pp. 268-272) , Baldwin neglects to articulate how King's own theological 
norms may serve as a corrective to eradicate patriarchal interpretations of African-American 
faith. 
For those in the African-American scholarly tradition, Baldwin's thesis maintains the 
view of such Black theological luminaries as James Cone, Gayraud Wilmore, and C. Eric 
Lincoln, claiming lhat Black Christianity is a distinctive model of faith and praxis. With a 
different constellation of stories, faith claims, and eschatalogical visions, it is not just a dif-
ferent hued version of Euro-American faith . Baldwin's distinction is his articulation of 
King's cultural context as a hermeneutic lens through which the history and the future of 
liberation may be critically interpreted. With clarity and adeptness, he blends slave history, 
Afrocentric cultural symbols, and critical Black theology into a dynamic force. Such an 
energetic synthesis provides a necessary constructive framework for future African-
American liberation. 
However, Baldwin's conclusions regarding the moral superiority of this cultural unique-
ness may spark some debate. He claims that: 
Despite its many shortcomings, black America is still in a better moral and spiritual 
position than white America to serve as a vanguard in the human struggle for whole-
ness and harmo.ny. This fact should be accepted with humility and a deep sense of 
collective responsibility ... . 10 
Such was King's own understanding; and one criticized by Comel West as "weak excep-
tionalist" assertions of African-American superiority based on sociological claims of cultural 
values or religious claims of redemptive suffering.11 The distinction is subtle, but there is a 
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difference between claiming that certain moral positions are superior and that certain com-
munities holding those claims are better than other communities. It is unclear whether 
Baldwin claims the moral or the epistemological advantage to advance his argument for col-
lective responsibility. One danger in making the moral claim is the objectification of "the 
other" as an object of redemption, a mistake that white Christians . made with regard to 
African slaves. Another critique of the moral superiority argument comes from feminists 
and womanists: to what degree can one sexist tradition be morally superior to another? 
Unfortunately, the moral superiority argument raises the question of the moral fibre of 
King himself. Clearly, the epistemological argument supports Baldwin's thesis of cultural 
uniqueness, King's epistemology of suffering, and womanists' more thorough perspectives 
on social location. The epistemological argument is also more compatible with the theolog-
ical nonns proposed by Baldwin, particularly the claim of radical human worth . 
Baldwin sets King within the broad tradition of Black Messianism, extending beyond its 
Christian expression, to include Black Nationalism. Baldwin's mandate for liberation based 
in the Black Church may not address those voices, or those who have abandoned the 
church as an agent of social and political change. As James Cone points out in his recent 
book, Martin & Malcolm & America: 
Because of Malcolm's unrestrained critique of Christianity and uncritical devotion to 
Elijah Muhammad's ation of Islam, white Christians ignored him and black 
Christians paid too little attention to his critique of their faith ... l do not think anyone 
can be a real Christian in America today, or perhaps anywhere else, without incorpo-
rating Malcolm's race critique into his or her thinking about the religion ofj esus.12 
African-American Christians, along with white Christians, will have to ask hard ques-
tions about the peculiar association of the Christian tradition with capitalism and mili-
tarism as well as sexism. While the liberation efforts may need to be associated with the 
Black Church, critiques from African-American Marxists, Muslims, andjews will be neces-
sary for a truly inclusive vision of the Beloved Community. Indeed, Baldwin has discerned 
the theological nonns in King's heritage as those which would be most inclusive and trans-
formative. The divine personality of God, and the claim of human dignity will continue to 
serve as critical norms for the tasks of interfaith dialogue and an internal critique of 
Christian faith and praxis. While such theological norms will provide criteria for those 
within religiously oriented frameworks, the problem of the growing number of African 
Americans who have abandoned "the spiritual values and emotive qualities of their her-
itage" (p. 271) to pursue American middle-class status will not be easily resolved by theo-
logical standards. 
With regard to Black pastors, lack of theological education continues to frustrate wide-
spread appropriation of liberation theologies, demanding that much of the task is pedagogi-
cal rather than philosophical. Baldwin does not, however, add to the lamentations of other 
scholars in this regard. His location of cri tical theological nonns within the Black Church 
offers a way to liberate Black Theology from its academic captivity. 
Lewis Baldwin has offered a unique interpretation of King's own cultural identity that 
enhances the possibilities fo r "keeping the dream alive." Baldwin weaves together the 
worldview of slave culture, the vibrancy of southern experience, .and the social ethos of 
I 
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African-American Christianity with astonishing talent. While unabashedly respectful of 
King, Baldwin is not uncritical. Amidst a recent spate of polemic literature, Baldwin has 
chosen neither to defend a myth, nor to discount King's contributions. He shows us the 
ordinary man within extraordinary history, without reducing King's cultural identity to 
mere anecdotal landscape for heroic drama. Indeed, Baldwin would argue, to see King as a 
product of the Black Christian South, is to understand the essence of his greatness. 
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